Registration Form
Please mail or fax(512l459-9107) this registration form to:
CDLP 600 West 13th St Austin, TX 78701-1705
I am a member of TCDLA
O $150.00 Full Course Registration
I am not a member
O $225.00 I am not a member but
would like to become a member and save!
0 $150.00 PLUS EITHER
O $75.00 -New member or licensed
less than 2 years
O $150.00 -Renewing membership or
licensed more than 2 years

Early Registration ends November 29"!
After that date, please add $25!
Scholarships are available!
Deadline is November 15"!!
For information, please call
Randy McClammy at
5121478-2514 or visit our
,

Name
Bar Card #
Address
City, State, Zip
Phone
E-mail

Total amount enclosed: $
O check enclosed
O charge my: O Visa O Mastercard0 American Express
Name on Card
Card Number
Exp. Date
Ci Please check here or call the office if you require special
assistance. We will be happy to be of assisitance.

CTJLP i s a project o f t b e
Tcxhs Cfirniml .Dcfmse

website: www.tcdla.com

Please mail orfax to: 512/469-9107

-

Chest r o w s are he13 at $he Rabissm Plaza Hotel $94
Please call sn/s7o-z1oo to make r e s m h t i m s ,
Hotel Deabli~eis Nwmbm 2znb!!!!
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TEXAS CRIMINAL DEFENSE LAWYERS ASSOCIATION
MENTOR PROGRAM DISCLAIMER & RELEASE
That I,
, as a participant in a group sponsored by
the Texas Criminal Defense Lawyers Association of Texas, understand that any mentor information
and/or advice received in the course of my mentorship is to guide me in my criminal law practice
as an educational resource and to discuss issues confronted in the practice of criminal law, including
but not limited to attorney/client communications, plea negotiations, trial tactics and techniques,
professionalism and legal ethics. I understand that these are general discussions and I can in no way
rely upon the advice andlor statements of my mentor or other participants in the mentor program. I
understand that although the mentor is engaged in the practice of criminal law, that the mentor is not
rendering legal or professional advice to me or to any of my clients through me.
THE INFORMATION I RECEIVE I N THE COURSE OF MY MENTORSHIP WILL
NOT BE RELIED UPON BY ME AS A SUBSTITUTE FOR MY OWN N D G M E N T OR
LEGAL OPINIONS. AND 1 UNDERSTAND THAT THE OPINIONS OR STATEMENTS*
THE MENTOR ARE NOT A SUBSTITUTE FOR MY OWN OPINION OR INDEPENDENT
RESEARCH.
I also understand that neither the Texas Criminal Defense Lawers Association nor a m
mentor or participant warrants that any information that they share, divulge or give to me is suitable
for any area of my practice ot&r than to aid me in improving my criminal law practice skills.
I understand that neither The Texas Criminal Defense Lawyers Association nor the mentor or
any participant in the mentor program warrants or represents that any information or advice they may
give me can be relied upon by me in my criminal law practice but serves as an aid or guide in assisting
me in developing criminal law practice skills.
Date

Participant's Name
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Fiease consider a mernwial gift to TCDLEI in the name of these or other TeDLA members. S h e TCRLLl is a 501(c)(3)
orgardzation, your gift is taxdeductble. Send your &nation to the TCDLA office, 600 W. 13th Street, Austin, TX 78701.
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Editor's Comment

We Must Speak to the
Only Ones Who Will Listen
Q-eg

have had two hemes in my life Stev&e Ray Vaughan and Chief Justice
E d Wmen. Stevie Ray Vaughan cost
me about ten years while I tried &I hell
to become a to& star. In 1983 Stwie
Kay, who I h5d been f o h i n g and idolking as he wove his way thrwb the
Tema club scene, got a g@ with David
&owie. I said *If S t d e Ray Vaughan
o n do it, so mn ".I I practiced hours
and hours a day, but &, 1 didn't follow
in Sfevie-Ray's hotsteps. So I decided
to do what Iota of m h e d u p musicians
do. I went to law &oL Steaie Ray was
1' 1ed during my Rtst we&.
Eerl Warren, on the other hand, I
had never really given much thought to
beFote I went. to law schooI. I wm in
a small c b on constitutional interprets\ tion and we each had to pick a justice,
to study. I hose Earl Wanen - mainly
bmuse so many of the people I didn't
d y like (such as Robert
hated
him. It ww during the come of study.
ing his life and his jurkpmdence that be
became my second hem.
At fitsr, the interprerive style of Chief
Justice Wmen was nearly impossible to
%re
out He dirtn't use any p a r t i a h
method of analysii su& as other justices
who G e e d from text and go thtough
hiaoty, the intent of the framers, etc,
Warten might s t a a out doing this, but
often he would get off aack and come
up with a result that flew in tlw face
of all of these conventions. Oftentimes,
& legal analysis was virtually nun&&
tent Rarely, if ever, did his opinians

I
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WestfaU,Articles Editm

the kind of pgmatism we see
in the law today, Cdd, hrd legal a*$
sis and pragmatism do not meate cases
like h n v. Bawd of Edrrcarirm, h i * v.
Vkginia,or MSrandaw. AtiZane. Chid, h d
legal analysii and pmgmatism pcodum
cases like DrsdSGott, Plc~sy,Chapma% and
Wii, to name but a very few.
It final& oculrted to me that Warren%
I& analys'is consisted of one bask tear:
what is faid Reptdless of our b t m y of
slavery, is %epaamte but ad''fat+ Is it
fair to outlaw inrerradal marrbged Is it
farr to nor d a petson he has a rlgtd to
a 1rso a confemion mn be obtained,
Is it fa17 to pmsoeute a person through
the use of a c o n h i o n that was beaten
out of him! h it fair for an indigent
p m n m stand trial for a felouy without
a lawyet? The fact that Warren (and the
"Warren Court*) answered each of these
gumions in the negative teas ohumly
nor v q p a p a t i c . It was simply the
right t h i i to do.
Ohvbusly, the appd1; e apscem today
ii not driven by the ug-e n do the rtght
thing. Is is fakr to &n
the eonvl&n
and d&tK sentence of a petson whose
attorney slepc duough &I?
Is it fL(lr t~
hold that a citizen amsed of a aime
can waive the sratun, d limitiltions! Is it
fair m require so many incredibly arcane
proe$ures f0t pmseryingl emr! 1s it fa*
W. gut what e r doget !et
d thmngh 'the use of &L hatmlm
aror r& The appellate syaem taday is
dfh7en by p t w f i s m , we and simple,
and it5 not ping KO change u n m e
reflect

soon. No matter how unldu the hatmless
ertot rule may be, you hwre to mognize
ita beauty as a pragmathr moL
Eut &re are still E d watrena our
there. I've nor seen any on a court in
a while, but 1 have met many in jury
panels. They are the ones we have to
appeal to aw. A lot of jrrtors haw the
sense. of fairness that k so ahsent in the
palitidydriven murt system. We have
to mp into it. The "Watten Court" jurisprudence was d y an historical anom
dy. Individual rights have aw
l ays had
a mugh in this mntry. Before the
Warren Courr, great nial lawrs like
aatence Danow won by communicat.
ing with j d e s . Beeuse of h e 'Warren
Courtn we have grown to reiy on corn.
municaring with judgm and justices, They
are no longer listening, We need ro rewmmit ourselves t5 communicaring with
OW fellow cALtitens- the juries.
&g

W d a l l is a gnuluate

of the Utwenity of T m
atAr1ingan (E.B.A,, eith
h$wt h)
nnd Terar
Tedr $ekoal of Laur ED.,

summa m bwde), where
he (urn Edirm-tkchief of
theTwmTedrhRwiew.
He is associated wirh Jeff
&any, in Fm Wonh Wistfall iS a m e m k of
TGDLA Wul has wnimn undsp4ken on topies in
both miat& and cmil lwu.

I

Criminal Justice News
Police Brutality
Amnesty lntemational issued a report called "Race Rights
and Brutality: Portraits of Abuse in The USA" to focus attention on police brutality in this century. The report calls on
the Justice Department to collect statistics on police hrutality in a nationwide data bank, prosecute officers accused of
excessive force, and increase funding of attorneys to investigate police brutality. The report is available on the Amnesty
International website at: www.amnesty.org

DNA Evidence
Tbe National Commission on the Future of DNA Evidence
issued a report that urged prosecutors to allow cases to
be reopened even where the prescribed time for appeals
has expired. The Innocence Project at Cardozo School of
Law has traced 62 cases in the US. in which the use of
DNA has resulted in overturned convictions. The report
pointed out that prosecutors have an interest in exonerating
the wrongfully accused and bringing the real perpetrator to
justice.
Fetal Crime
The House passed HR2436 that makes it a federal crime to
injure or terminate a fetus when committing a crime against
the mother. Judges would impose an equivalent punishment
for the fetal crime, excluding the death penalty

Attorney General Opinion No. JC -0112 (Sept. 22, 1999)
An escort of a perpetrator of family violence to the residence
shared with the victim, whether or not it violates the terms
of a protective order, is not the pro~sisionof standby assistance contemplated by article 5.045 of the Code of Criminal
Procedure.
Parole Hearings
On hehalf of TCDLA, Pres~dentMike Heiskell wrote to
the Texas Department of Crimlnal Justice regarding the
amount of time it takes TDCJ to copy an inmate's
prison records in preparatmn for parole hearings. TDCJ
responded that they are movmg the parole system toward
a paperless environment pursuant to TDCJ's "Offender
Information Management System Reengineering" initiative.

,

TDCJ makes two suggestions. First, attorneys should set
up accounts to pay for copies. Contact Mike Countz at
(409) 294-6231 to set up an account. Secondly, TDCJ
will assist TCDLA in educating inmate families about the
necessity for advance planning in retaining counsel for
parole hearings.

Immigration
Hunger Strike by Detainees
Fourteen Cubans incarcerated by INS after completion of their
criminal sentences at Mansfield County Jail began a hunger
strike to complain of their indefinite detention. The men are
only a handful of long-term INS detainees who have criminal
convictions held in Louisiana and Texas jails. As a result of
their strike, the detainees were transferred to the 1NS detention facility near El Paso.
Fifth Circuit rules long term detention permissible
On August 11, 1999, the Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals
reversed the district court's grant of a habeas petition to an
indefinite detainee in Zadydm u. Underdam. The Court held
that long term detention of aliens pending deportation is
permissible.
INS adopts review policy
Meanwhile, on August 6, the INS announced changes to
its policy for long term detainees. INS promised consistent
procedures and reviews every six months for those with final
orders of removal. For a copy of the August 6 memo,
contact Alisha Horowitz at: ahorowitz@lirs.org.

SOLUTION TO ELECT
SUZANNE DONOVAN
AS AN HONORARY MEMBER OF TCDLA
WHEREAS, Suzanne D m a n has made an
outstanding contribution to the welfare of the
Texas Criminal Defense Lawyers Association; and
WHEREAS, Suzanne Donovan has aided in the
achievement of the goals of this Association.
THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, that
Suzanne Donwan is hereby elected an
honorary member of the
Texas Criminal Defense Lawyers Association.
Approved by a majority of the Board of
Directors on September 25, 1999.
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cSpeak
Director's Perspective

to Me,

I'm Listening
D'Ann Johnson

If

you stop by the TCDLA office
you mght be surprised. We now
have a five staff members crowded
into this busy office. Planning and scheduling nine major seminars and eight
indigent defense seminars, publishmg the
VOICE, and providing services to members takes a lot of effort and energy. But
our staff is up to the task.
Consider just the changes we have
made to the web site. We added a calendar of events, put membership updates,
seminar regutration, and vendor information online. We added a link to
law schools for students to e-mail their
resumes to us if they are intei
ested in clerkships. We've added
press releases and updated the
VOICE articles. And we aren't
'.,finished. We will add motions,
briefs and the best papers from
Criminal Defense Lawyers Proj.
ect seminars. We will soon
begin to e-mail the CDLP
papers to all members with
e-mail addresses.
In December, TCDLA will
have q. Special Meeting of the
Board of Directors to vote on
a change in the by laws to
change our fiscal year from
January 1 to December 31 to
coincide with the state fiscal
year required by the grant pro.
gram. Please contact me if you
have any questions about this
change. We will also consider
a letter policy outlining the circumstances when letters can be
written on behalf of this. association.
Throughout the year 1will be
asking you for your thoughts on
a variety of issues: For example, we want to know whether

TCDLA should cons~derchanges to the
manner in which judges are selected. I
want to heat anecdotes about the defense
of indigent defendants, what works and
what doesn't, what you have leamed that
would help other defense attorneys. We
want to know how the mentally &bled
are treated in the criminal justice system
in your county. Send us your motions
and briefs, articles and ideas for our web
site and the VOICE. As we approach
our 30h Anniversary, what are the stories
you remember about TCDLA and our
members? Do you have photographs or
other memorabilia?

Let me
hear from
you about
anecdotes
thoughts on judicial selection

-*experiences with mentally

1
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disabled clients
p~oposedmoratorium on the
death penalty
memories covering 30 years
of TCDLA history
anv suggestions

This issue will also include a Proposed
Moratorium on the Death Penalty that
has been offered for consideration by the
Death Penalty Committee. Please review
the proposal and let Cynthia Orr or
me know your thoughts on this issue.
President Mike HeiskeU has decided to
form an Immigration Committee. Please
contact him if you are interested in sew.
ing on this committee. Look under Press
Releases on our web site (www.tcdla.com)
for comments TCDLA sent to the Immigration Service regarding proposed regulations.
also welcome your suggestions on
low to better meet our goals and
serve our members. We are surveying other criminal defense associations and legal organizations. But
the best ideas for improvement
of this organization will be yours.
Please feel free to call on any of
us at the main office and tell us
what you would like to see us
provide to you.
Perhaps our goals are overly
optimistic. Yet, 1 find that members of TCDLA have an unusual
loyalty and affection for this association. Volunteer course directors,
board members and an enthusiastic staff and the myriad of folks
that just stop by have aU reached
out. and offered to help in any
way they can. Such depth of s u p
port from the members will ensure
that criminal defense attorneys in
Texas can expect TCDLA to serve
them well.
Special Board meeting

Committee Meetings
December 9 at 4:p.m.

TEXAS CRIMINAL DEFENSE LAWYERS ASSOCIATION
PROPOSED RESOLUTION

REQUESTING A MORATORIUM
ON CAPITAL PUNISHMENT
IN TEXAS

WHEREAS, there are legitimate and substantial
reasons for concern that the death penalty is
imposed in an arbitrary and discriminatory manner
m Texas; and
WHEREAS, there are serious concerns about inflicting ultimare punishment on people w ~ t hmental
impairments and people under the age of 18; and
WHEREAS, habeas corpus and other avenues of
review have been substantially curtailed by state
and federal legislation which restricts appellate
review of death penalty cases; and
WHEREAS, the Texas Criminal Defense Lawyers
Association has consistently supported measures
which guarantee a fair and impartial system of
criminal justice.
NOW THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, THAT
THE TEXAS CRIMINAL DEFENSE LAWYERS
ASSOCIAnON hereby calls For the cessation of
executions in Texas until such time as the fair
and impartial administranon of the death penalty
can he ensured.

.,
..

.

.

,

Dear John,
I would propose that all judges be elected in
nonpartisan elections, with follow-up retention elections for appellate judges/justices. All candidates
for a n open judicial post would file and run in.a
nonpartisan column in every party's primary. If
one candidate fails to obtain a aggregate majority
from all of the primary votes, then the top two
vote getting candidates oppose each--other in the
general election, in a nonpartisan column.
Sitting appellate judges/justices, at the end of
their term, would be exposed to a ps/no retention
vote in the general election. If a majoriry of the
people vote NO, then the governor appoints (with
advice and concent of the Senate) a judge/justice
to sit for nearly IWO years until the resolution of
a contested race as in the case of an open seat.
This proposal would eliminate the straight party
lever pull mistakes we've seen in the past, and
would, in large measure, retain the people's right
to select their judges, without overly centralizing the
process in the governor's office. The governor's
occasional appointed judge/justice would have a
substantial incumbent's advantage, but would still
be subject to a contested election.
I believe the above proposal bas a much higher
chance of being accepted by the voters of Texas
than the "modified Missouri" plan favored by the
party politicians.

Pat Barber
Colorado City

Simon AzwFarr of San Antonio has filed a lawsuit challenging a law that took
effect in October 1998 that allows the government to detain immigrants without
bond hearings. His clients face deportation because of criminal convictions.
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To: John Carroll, Voiu Editor-in-Chief
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MaureenTolbert of Fort Worth made headlines recently when a warden in a
federal prison refused to release her client, Kathleen Rumpf, who was serving
time for rewriting the welcome sign for the School of Americas at Fort Benning,
Georgia. The warden, using a littleknown federal statute, ordered Rumpf to sign a
promissory note for an unpaid $2,000 fine or be held indefinitely.
The statute includes no right to a hearing or for an attorney and places no limit
on bow long th; Bureau of Prisons can hold someone Basically, a warden a n
re-sentence a person who has otherwise served their time. The law has been
challenged as a constitutional violation of the separation of powers.
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Federal Corner

Departure Issues; Threadgill; and
Ineffective Assistance of Counsel
8

8

8

8

L

me set the stage! You are rep
wen*
a client who is absoIutely,
totally g u i l ~of the k g e a vet
aut in %heindictment The Government
has rebed to wen consider the pow
sibility of a d o w a d depature under
U.S.S.G. B 5Kl.l. You believe that yaw
client's wnduct is outside the heartland
of the guideline in h u e and have filed
a modon in the United States Disaict
Court &g
a downward departure.
You m now in front of the Dis&
Judge. What ace the wads that you have
to sav if vou me wins m effectively
et

It has been miform and mnstant
in the f e d 4 judidal tradition for
the senmeing judge to consider
every wnvicted perwin as an indb
viduaI and wry ease a* a unique
mdy in the human failings thatbat
sometimes mitigate, sometime%m w
nify, ththe crime and the punishment
to ensue. We do not understand it
ta have been the w w s i o n d purpass to withdraw all gencenclng dismet*
from the United States Di
trim Judge.. Dismetiffn is fese~ed
within the Sentencing Guidelides,
and reflected by the standard of
appellate tviav we adopt.

EJL @wild Fib, Jr.

interpretaeon of Koon aad g&s bo& the
h e h and bat a mad msp for depamne
issues in the rtial and a~pellatgcorn.
Simply s t a d , the s r d r q paint for m
y
deissue is a ThtdgtUanalsgis.
For me, this wlumn $- a mea d p a .
I was familiar with Tbdgtll and had
included if in my paper for this years'
Advanced Criminal Law Come; however,
T was lmkinn at a dlffemt issue and
impozcance of the we.
-0ver100lted
Last -month,
I was scheduled for oral
argnment in Neat Orlearn aad did a
W&
s d to see whether vlyaqe
on
my
p a d l had au&ored &ng
The answer should bave been obv~.ous
which
would
he Impotmnt to me on
becaw the quoration is from United
%tm Q, Koon, 518 U.S. 81, 116 S.Ct 'a departure issue. When I lan the
2035, US L.Ed.2d 392 (1996). More query Uju(&Mosg),H ap POP& n&a
importantly, it is also fmm an April because Judge DeMoes had authmed the
epmion af the U&ed State% Corn of opinion.
The facts in RtaW were thw The
Appeals for the Fifth Circuit [the C o d .
L k e d Staw 14 +i?w&& 172 F,Sd 357 govetnment indieted Appelkpt Thrradgill and his four otha raqpellants fk
(5th Gw. 1999).
Threadgill is a landma& opinion in the M o m m p i m q , w b k , wney Iau*
&mi€ because it entmdares the Court's daiag and struauring violations, After

iL
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shYe

the jury rentma4 guilty w d b s as m
the wnspkaty, @mh& and wNcNrmg
wunts, the district court wmmeed eaeh
of the appellants to 42 monthsx imp*
onmmf. Although their respective Guide.
line ranges had wried, the disnict wurt
arrived at hia Unifdtm sentence by depart.
irrg, domward as to each defendant
un&r USS.G. 5 5K2.0. All of the
appelknrs appealed theix wnvictions and
the pmnmmt crosvappealed, cantendh g &at the district court erred in d
e
w
ing d m 4
The Corn affirmed and wrote an
opinion which any judge, prosecutor or
&denre lamugt a h m t memorize in
o&
to intenigeMLy argwe or decide
a departure issue. My suggestion h
thar yon get on Westlaw and down1oad
h d g i l l now!
Onm again, brat= and ski& are verg
neat bur East Texas lu& can't beat M y
~ a as
~ edecided by the District Court
before Tfwdgdt If I had not fourad that
we, howwer, 1 would have furnished
ineffecrive ssistance of wnnsei on appeal
to my d i w Wted SWrter v, Willbmm
183 FJd 4513, i5h CiT. 1999). As the
Courr sated in WiUiamon,

-

+

-

?Ihe entitlement tg effective asair

tance does not end when the sen.
tence i s imposed hut earends to
eneea first appeal of &ht

...

...a reasonable attorney has an obli

@on to research relevant facts
~d kw,, ~a an aninformed ded.
sion &at Feaain awnues wi130°
prow fruittill,

...

Solid, medtorious arguments
precedent
on ditenlp con&ng
should be discwed and brought
to the aoutf's attention.

I

[Note:

Williamson's first lawyer did

not bring controlling circuit precedent to
the Court's anention on direct appeal
Because of that lawyer's deficient performance, Williamson was successful in
securing habeas relief. His sentence was
vacated and the case was remanded
to the district court for re-sentencing.
Instead facing a 30 year sentence, he is
now looking at 140-175 months.]
For me, the lesson is simple: Researching never ends. There's always one more
query to run and one more case to find.
And if I don't, the next lawyer will. Isn't
it amazing what a great stimulus fear
is! 6l

Important Tan notice
Duesflax Notice Please note the FoUowmg:
$36 of your annual dues($19 if a student Member)
is for a one-year subscription to the Voice for the Dehnse,
and $39 of regular dues is for TCDLR legislative programs.
Dues to TCDLR are not deductible as a charitable contribution
but may be deducted as an ordinnry and necessary business
expense. Because of TCDWs lqislative program, $39 of
sustaining and regular membership dues is not deductible as a
business expense.

JoinTCDLA on aTwo-Week Excursion to

San Miguel, Mexico
For Intensive Instruction in the Spanish Language
at the Academia Hispano Americana!
(Class includes legal terminology.)

June 26-July7<",2000
Course:

-

Adults $300 + $100 registration fee
Children $175 (est.)

-

Accommodations:
Private Home (includes meals) $22 per day
Hotel (est. $50 per day)

FlightArrangement Information Pendmg

is program is open t o all attorneys, legal staff, and families!
Reservations and Deposits will be due t o T C D L A by March 3,2000.

This charming colonial Mexican town lies on the slopes of a hill and is nestled in a beautiful valley.
San Miguel de Allende is one of the few towns in Mexico t o be designated as a national monument,
and has been able t o preserve its character with i t s beautiful Spanish architecture
and cobblestone streets from the colonial period.
The charm of the town and surrorinding area as well as the agreeable climate
have attracted many visitors to San Miguel de Allende as either temporary or permanent residents.
With a population of 50,000 pebple, this town has become a center for intellectual and artistic life,
with a number of schools and universities teaching painting, sculpture, music, literature, language and drama
San Miguel de Allende is a gem in the heart of Mexico,
a beautiful small city with sights of historic interest a t every turn.

Please call Randy at 5 121478-25 14 for more information.
randym@tcdla.com

'I'C1)l.A RISK l'URCHASIN(; (;ROUP
I.AWYERS PROFESSIONAL
1.IABII.ITY INSURANCE
Your Texas Criminal Defense Lawyers Association has formed Risk Purchasing Group
to give members access to an Outstanding, Lawyers Professional Liability Policy.
In an effort to Stabilize Rates and Broaden Coverages TCDLA has Combined Effom with AAI and National Casualty Insurance
Company to Provide Members the Following Outstanding Coverages at Highly Competitive Rates.

.

National Casualty Insurance Co. AM Best Rates A+ 15
Annual Aggregate Deductible - $2,500 to $25,000 Yonr Choice
Covers Legal, Notary, Arbitration, Mediation and Title Services
Claim Repair Feature - Policy Deductible May Be Waived in Certain Situations
Disciplinaiy Proceedings - Up to S10.000 may be Paid Annually with No Deductible
Defendants Reimbursement ($500 per day $5,000 maximum)
Coverage for Punitive, Exemplary and Multiple Damages
Protection while Participating as a Member, Director or Officer of a Professional Bar Assn.
Unlimited Extended Reporting Period
Insured's Consent to settle claims
Vicarious Liability Protection

Plus:
Quarterly Newsletters
Risk Management Reports
Risk Management GuideISelf Audit
Educational Seminars

JOIN TODAY
Call Your AAI Agent
Ronnie Morris
1-800-460-3226

Statement of Ownership, Management, and Circulation
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Motion of the Month

When the client rejects
vour udwzce

...

I

NO. 1999

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF

THE STATE OF TEXAS

xxxxx comn, TEXAS
XXXt" JUDICIAL DISTRICT

Motion of Notification of Plea Bargain
TO THE HONORABLE JUDGE OF SAID COURT:

-

Defendant m the aboveentitled and numhered cause, do
1,
shy state that a plea bargain offer has been made to me.
The terms of the plea bargain offer are as f o l l o w s : - - - - - - . I further
-state that my attorney has made the recommendation that I accept said plea bargain. That my
attorney has advised me that the range of punishment for the offense alleged m this case IS
--j

--

My attorney has advised me that upon rejection of the plea bxgam, it 1s posslble that
upon a ma1 of this case I could receive more time than has been offered in the plea
bargain. Nonetheless, I do not wish follow the recommendation of my attorney, and I
hereby reject the plea bargain offer, knowing that said offer will be withdrawn and the case
w11l proceed to trd. I further understand that upon rejecnon of this plea bargain offer,
-h3t no further offers will be made.
1999.
Signed thts - day of -

,
Attorney
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TCDLA and CDLP
1999-2000 Schedule of Events
December 9-10.1999
CDLP (Open to everyone)
Skills Course
Punishment: The Forgolfen Phase of the Trial
Ft. Worth, TX
Hotel: Radisson Plaza Hotel
817/870-2100
(hotel deadline: Nov. 2Znd)
Guest Room Rate: 994
Cost: $150
$225 (NM)
Exhibit cost: $75.00 / day
Course Directors: Bill Harris & Mark Daniel
Scholarship Deadline: November 15th

(m

Januarv 27-28.2000
CDLP (Open to everyone)
Skills Course
Wichita Falls, TX
January 27-28,2000
Hotel: Radisson Hotel at the Falls

A~ril27-28,2000
TCDLA (Criminal Defense Lawyers Only)
Advanced Corrections Cotlrse
Dallas, TX
Hotel: Crowne Plaza Hotel
Mav. 2000
CDLP (Open to everyone)
Skills Course
El Paso, TX

February. 2000
TCDLA (Criminal Defense Lawyers Only)
DWl TriuiNotebook
Course Director: Chris Hoover
Arrangements Pending

June 15,2000
TCDLA (Open to everyone)
13th Annual Rusg Duncan seminar
San Antonio, TX
Hotel: Marriott Riverwalk

February 17-20.2000
TCDLA
President? Tnp
Banff, Canada

June 26-Tulv
. . 8&. 2000
Intensiue Instruction in the Spanish Languuge inciuding Legal Terns
San Miguel, Mexico (open to Attorneys, Legal Assistants,
Investigators, Children)
Cost: Child: est. $175; Adult: $400

March 23-24.2000
TCDLA (Criminal Defense Lawyers Only)
Sperialty Course - Cqitai Murder T d s
Houston, TX
Course Directors: Lydia Clay-Jackson & Randy Wilson
I-Iotel: Westin Galleria Oaks
,

-

March 26 31.2000
CDLP (Open to everyone)
Skills Course
Cnmznal Tn;aiAduocay Institute
Huntsville, T X
Hotel: BETO Criminal Justice Center

Julv 20-21.2000
CDLP (Open to everyone)
Skills Course
South Padre Island
Hotel: Radisson
Seatember, 2000
TCDLA (Criminal Defense Lawyers Only)
FederalLaw Shod Course
F o r m o r e information contact R a n d a t 5 121478-2514
o r e-mail: randym@tcd a.com
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If
you're an
indigent defendant
i n Bexar County,
the scales are tipped against you...

to deliver drugs. The crime is a first-degree felony with a
maximum sentence of 99 years in prison. Bail was set at
$25,000, meaning it would take $1,000 to bond him
out. His family is too poor to afford this, and they
didn't have money for a private lawyer either. So
Tony did what more than half of Bexar County's
58,000 criminal defendants do each year after
their arrests: He asked for a court-appointed
attorney.
His ordeal in the indigent defense
system was about to begin.

Poor
Justice

\.

The

sun was just starting to set one day recently
when a slender, African-American 17-year-old
named Tony walked out of the Bexar County
Adult Detention Center, precisely seven months after the eve.
ning he first walked in. To a teenager, seven months is practically a school year, and before he was arrested last fall, Tony
was a Sam Houston High School dropout who'd gone back
to class to earn his GED. His studies came to an abrupt halt
in jail. But there Tony learned another, much harder lesson.
He learned what happens when you're poor in Bexar County
and ask for a criminal defense lawyer. And he learned that
whether or not you get screwed in the process depends almost
,
wholly on luck.
The way Tony tells it, ending up in the justice system was
the last thing on his mind the afternoon of September 14 last
year. That's when the soft-spoken teen arrived at Village East
artme men ti, in the heart of the poverty-stricken East Side near
Dignowity Park, to visit a longtime girlfriend who lives in one
of the buildings.
Tony had never before been arrested. Now he was booked
into jail and charged as an adult with possession and intent
I8 VOICE
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TheJustice
Sixth freefor-all
Amendment to
the United States Constitution guarantees everyone accused of a
crime the right to a
defense attorney. The
Constitution doesn't say if that right extends to people who
can't pay for a lawyer. But in the 1960s and 1970s, a number
of Supreme Court rulings ordered the government to provide
poor folks with attorneys. Since then, several systems have
developed to fulfill the mandate. Some are considered by
groups such as the American Bar Association and the American Civil Liberties Union to be best for delivering good
service to the accused. One is the statewide public defender
agency, where state governments pay lawyers to work full time
representing indigent defendants in every county.
Another favored system is the county-financed public defender
office. Whether state or county funded, public defender offices
are generally deemed efficient and cost effective. They operate
in every US. county with a city of more than 750,000 people.
Every county in the nation, that is, except Harris - encompassing Houston, Texas and Bexar, which of course means San
Antonio.
Instead of a public defender office, Bexar County uses
what's called the "appointment system" to secure lawyers for
the poor. It is a confusing hodgepodge of two nationally
well-known models, combined with a unique and arguably

-

-

unconstimtional arrangement called the 1,000 of these reluctant lawyers almost during that period. Do the math and
"San Antonio Plan." The first system a third of the San Antonio Bar Associ. it's clear that if you were a felony defenworks this way. All lawyers in Bexar ation's membership take advantage of dant who couldn't afford a lawyer, you
County
except for employees of the a second subsystem for indigent represen. had ahout a one-in-four chance of being
district attorney's office, law professors, tation: the San Antonio Plan. Run by promoted out of the regular assignments
and others not in private practice have the Bar Association, it's an unusual con. computer, with its random selection of
their names put into a computer. When cept that evokes Civil War draft-evasion attorneys, and into the bonus wheel and
a felony comes up that's not a capital schemes whereby a man could pay some. its club of more enthusiastic criminal
case,* the defendant's name is also put one to take his place in the Union defenders.
In the computer and randomly paired Army. In San Antonio today, if you're
Tony was technically eligible for that
with an attorney. The attorney then gets a lawyer who doesn't want to defend one-in-four draw. But because of built-in
a postcard announcing the assignment; indigent accused felons, you can pay the defects in the San Antonio Plan, he
each lawyer can expect four or five such Bar Association $500. Then, when your never had a chance to enjoy its benefits.
cards a year.
name comes up on the computer, you're
As reimbursement for accepting these exempt from having to take the case.
Passing the pro bono buck
cases, Bexar County pays lawyers a fixed Instead, the defendant's name is trans.
From the day he was booked into the
$500 to take a first-degree felony case ferred to yet another computer, which county jail, Tony protested his innocence.
to trial. Or, if the lawyer opts to bill the Bar Association calls the "bonus "He cried and said he had nothing to do
for achlal time spent on the case, the wheel." Some 350 lawyers' names are on with drugs," says Mary Harris, a small,
pay is $20 to $30 an hour for out-of- the bonus wheel. All have at least a stern woman who is Tony's grandmother
court work, and $200 for an entire day year's experience doing criminal defense and who raised him since his early childin court. Payment for other felonies and work, and all have volunteered for this hood in a tidy, two-story yellow house on
for misdemeanors is less. So is reimburse- specialty list. They are supposed to he the East Side. Believing that Tony had
ment for handling a case that ends in a the cream of indigentdefense attorneys, been wronged, his grandmother urged
gudty or no contest plea, although doing and not merely because they seek cases. him to demand a trial, and the wheels
so often takes only a few minutes and They're also a special group because the of justice started creaking. Four days after
can he an easy way for a lawyer to earn $500 apiece that other lawyers pay the his arrest, he filled out paperwork requesta quick $100 to $400 dollars.
San Antonio Plan gets diwied up among ing a court-appointed lawyer. Three weeks
The Current examined Bexar County members on the bonus wheel.
passed before 226th District Court Judge
auditor records for fiscal year 1998 (OctoThese attorneys earn their paltry $276 Sid Harle approved the request. Tony's
ber 1, 1997 to September 30 of last year). average per case from the county. But name was then entered into the assignThe records show local lawments computer. It
yers made an average $276
was matched with
for handling a felony case
attorney R.L. "Lee"
and $93 for a misdemeanor.
Mays, Jr., who got
That's a far cry from the
a postcard telling
$175 to $400 per hour that
him
to be in HarRexor County vs. the Civilized World
seasoned criminal defense
le's court on O c t ~
attorneys charge paying cliTotal criminal cases in Demr County 1997-1998:
57,980'
ber 15 to serve
ents, which includes time
as Tony's appointed
Cores in which defendants claimed
spent both in and out of
indigency and used court appointed lowyers:
36,466'
counsel.
Tony
court. For lawyers who end
Felony cases in Bexar County, FY 1998:
12,025'
called Mays asking
their cases in a few min970'
for a jailhouse meet.
~elonycases that went to trial:
-.
utes with plea bargains, the
ing. Mays said he
percent of felony cases that go to trial in Dexar County:
3'
county money is good. For
would come, but
attorneys willing to investinever did. On Octogate and prepare for trial,
ber 15, Tony went
to court expecting
though, indigent appointr~
finah
..
- ~ ~ meet
ments amount to charity
-, ~ ~ ~
in addition, the San Antonio Plan pays Mays. Mays didn't show up.
work.
Lee Mays' display ad in the Yellow
Even so, many attorneys accept their them a far &ore generous $525 to $540
social~service obligation to take a few average. As Bar Association Executive Pages touts his specialities as business
such cases annually. Some, such as Gerry, Director Jimmy Allison explains it, the law, probate, and bankruptcy. When he
Goldstein, Mark Stevens, Ray Fuchs, and extra money makes it less of a sacrifice got the postcard assigning him to repreEddie Garcia, are among San Antonio's to do indigent defense cases, and, hope- sent an accused crack dealer, he felt inadstellar criminal defense lawyers. Others fully, encourages hetter representation for equate to the task. Presumably he has
don't want to bother with indigent cases. poor people lucky enough to end up on felt inadequate every time he's received
Or they worry that their specialties pro. the bonus wheel. During fiscal year 1998, an assignment from the county combate, corporate work, and the like give the Plan kicked in money to defend puter. But Mays has never paid to buy
them few skills to do the job for accused 1,800 of the 6,933 indigent cases handled his way off the list. Instead, he continrobbers, rapists, and drug dealers. About by Bexar County's seven felony courts ues to receive assignn~ents he doesn't

-

-

-
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take, because, he says, "it's too expen- for a lawyer. In addition- although Tony's defense work. Yet she is a relative newsive to join the San Antonio Plan." case didn't come to her this way Foster comer to the field, and didn't start law
Bar Association Director Allison says is on the bonus wheel, which means she school until she'd finished raising children and was in her k t c 40s. After getmany San Antonio attorneys are feeling knows how to do criminal law.
O n the other hand, Foster has a lot ting licensed a few years ago, she opened
financially squeezed these days. As a
indeed, some would a practice with ,her daughter, Catherine
group, they've always made less than their of poor clients
counterparts in Houston, Dallas, and say too many of them to give each one Babbitt. Today, Foster is still building her
Austin. Things have gotten worse since quality representation. That is because client list.
To pay her bills in the meantime, Foster
the closing of Kelly Field, which used she is part of a third Bexar County
frequents the courtto generate a wealth
house and picks up
of employment and
appointments,
such as
concomitant demand
Rverage spent per indi ent case,
the
106
cases
she
billed
for legal services. As
for all types of cases (felonies, mis emeonors, juvenile).
the county for during
well, since the late
Figures include money For experts, psychologists ond investigators:
fiscal year 1998. Daugh.
1980s, the conserter Catherine Babbitt
Colorodo
$421
vative "tort reform"
lown
$47P6
biUed 120 cases, but
movement has sncHonsas
$5516
handed several over
cessfully pushed legNew Jersey
$649&
to Foster after getting
islative reforms that
New Mexico
$3046
a job in the DA's
make it very hard for
Rexnr County (Son Rntonio), Texas
$ 1 6Er
office under Susan
plaintiffs and their
Reed. Many of these
lawyers to win favorcases were misdemeanable verdicts
or
Rverage spent per indigent felonv case
ors, because in most
money - from compacounty courts (where
nies sued for injury.
US.
lesser crimes are hanWorker compensation
Horris County (Houston)
dled),
judges don't use
cases have also dried
Trovis County (Rustin)
Rexor County (Son Rntonio)
computers to make
up, due to changes
indigent assignments.
that hinder payments
Instead, they and their
to attorneys from clicoordinators personally
ems who win govchoose the attorneys.
ernment benefits.
And
in felony courts,
So Bexar County
indigent defense subsystem that consists
lawyers are pinching pennies. And since of appointments that come directly from even though appointments are officially
Mays had not paid $500 to have his com- the courtroom. To get countwaid clients, supposed to be made via county comput- appointments mansferred to another F~~~~~doesnrt rely merely on a few cases puter, assignments also are often made
l a v e r On the
when his from the county's computer or the Bar by the judge and his assistants. They
name got hooked up with Tony's, the Association3s bonus wheel, Instead, she tend to favor the same lawyers over and
two were joined at the hip.
joins dozens of other lawyers who haunt Over again'
Perhaps not coincidentally, those law.
Yet Mays didn't want T o w for a client. the courthouse every morning, trotting
So he contacted Cynthia Babbitt Foster, from courtroon, to courtroom, hoping yers favor the judges with generous cama colleague who does criminal defense
and their coordinators will give paign contributions when election time
work, and asked her to take the case' the lawyers spur-of-the-moment work rep- rolls around. In the 226th District Court,
Foster Weed, and Mays asked Judge rqsenting poor people who showed up for instance, Judge Sid Harle gave only
10 attorneys a third of the $367,486
approve the change. He did, for their court dates without attorneys.
in
On October 29. Tony had now
Some lawyers hustle this way because he spent last year for lawyers, and 42
percent of the cases his court handled.
jail for six weeks without talking to a
are fresh out of law school and have
Meanwhile, Judge Sharon McCrae, of the
lneet with
laver. He was
few clients or connections. ~h~~ use in&.
290th
Court, paid 42 percent of her
his new attorney. He wanted to tell gent cases to make a living
they
her certain things that, if substantiated, build up their private practice, other budget to 10 lawyers, who handled over
a quarter of her cases. Harle ran unophave
in the "ps'
attorneys are more experienced. Many
posed
in last year's election, bur McCrae
case against him: Such as that On the
these days are veterans of former District
had
an
opponent and needed campaign
day he was arrested, the shorts he was kttorney
steve~ i h i office
~ * ~who were
The
topearning lavers in her
money.
wearing weren't khaki, hut gray.
DA susan~~~d when
canned by
court
often
made
several contributions
she cleaned house after last fall's elections.
are mavericks who donVt apiece, in amounts ranging from $40 to
Wheel of m i s f o r ~ n e
Cynthia B. Foster is a petite, quick- want to keep regular office hours, or $500 per donation.
Most of Foster's appointments came
moving woman with a friendly smile and who prefer defending the underdog
from
judges such as Harle and McCrae.
a no-nonsense w e . She's someone you making big bucks from private clients.
lnight expect to mount a spiriteddefense F~~~~~says she has a passion for criminal But she was small potatoes compared
to lawyers like Russell Mitchell, who in
if you were facing hard time and looking

-

-
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1998 hilled the county for 667 cases

d

I

v

-

area of the court room, wearing street verdicts in 1998. That means that less
and collected almost $61,000. Or Charles clothes. The less fortunate, who couldn't than three percent of all cases went to
Rublola, who earned more than $77,000 pay the bail bondsman, were led in from trial. Accordmg to Robin Dahlberg, an
for 575 cases. Or Hilda Valader, whose jail to the jury box, dressed in orange expert on indlgent defense issues with
hills for 399 cases totalled about $73,000 lumpsuits and manacled to their fellow the American Civil L~berties Unmn
(and who last year kicked hack $3,100 mmates. Rushed attorneyclient "confer- Foundation in New York, t h ~ strial rate
to the coffers of incumbent county and ences" were held, often in the jury box is exuqnely low compared to the eight
district court judges running for redec- or in noisy hallways, where they could to 10 percent considered indicanve of
he overheard by any passerby. Attorneys a healthy crnninal justice system.
non).
Even so, many defendants told the
All three attorneys prev~ouslyworked darted from these "conferences" to the
in the DA's office, and all insist that assistant district attorneys back in coutt Current they were happy mth how
Sometimes cases were dismissed for them cases turned out, and w ~ t hthe
they have the skills to handle them !.arge
volume of indigent appointments. Valadez lack of evidence. Other times, a client work of their court-appomted artorneys.
makes an argument for her talena: one insisted on a trial, and a later date was Others said they were innocent but felt
mdtgent felony trial she did last year was set. But often, the attorney came hack pressured to plead otherwise. John Q.
a cap~talmurder case in which she got from the DA rite-btlte with a deal m Pardini is a case in point. A former
the charges completely thrown out. In exchange for a plea. If the client took it, freelance writer for the Current, he
addition, Valadez did four other indigent the next step was an appearance before keeps h x hhair very long, wears old
felony trials. On the other hand, while the judge to say "gdty" or "no contest" clothes, and has precious l~ttledwposusually to cormnu- able income. A few years ago, Pardm
Russell Mitchell billed for 667 cases, he and he sentenced
took only one, a misdemeanor, to trial nity service, a fine, and probation or s a ~ dhe was harassed by employees of
last year. Even so, he and the other "deferred adjudication," meaning no con- an el~tedowntown hotel who tried to
lawyers say they advise wery client of the mction on the defendant's record if he shoo him from a pubhc-access part of
r~ghtto a trial, and let the defendant or she stays out of nouhle m the future. the hotel. A scuffle ensued, and the
decide whether to exercise that right or The plea and sentencmg often took 10 employees accused Pardim of assaulting
minutes or less, and occurred far more them. He msisted he was the v~ctimof
coo a .lea.
the attack.
Bur ar hest, what really happens between often than a trial.
indigent clients and their appointed anorIn fact, only 270 juries were empanAttorney Hdda Valadez was courteled for Bexar County's estimated 9,700 assigned to defend Pardm~.She says he
neys seems far more a m b ~ ~ u o uThis
s
winter and spring, the Current went court felonm that resulted in plea bargans or was happy mth her representahon, wh~ch
resulted in a
hopping to see
trial
that
how poor pet*
qu~cklyacquit.
ple's cases get
red him. Parhandled. What
dmi
agrees
we w~messedwas
In Rscal year 1998 in Bexar County's felony, misdemeanor and jwethat Valadez
low-grade pandenile courts, 5,189 attorneys billed for 35,466 indigent cnses and got
did outstandmonlum. Attor,
paid
a total of $5.77 million. The average number of cases for each
mg trial work.
neys rushed into
attorney
was
about
seven,
far
average
earnings
of
$1,106
per
lawyer.
However,
he
court, grabbed a
But wera es don't tell the real story: which is that a mere 10 lawyers
recalls
that
file or two, and
billed 4,O 5 cases about 11 percent of the total. These 10 lawyers
during then
sat down for a
earned
nine percent of what the County paid in attornq fees.
first meeting,
qu~ckread: This
she pressured
was their first
Here are the highrollers:
hnn intensely
and often most
to take a
lengrhy aposure
Cases Billed *
Money Earned
Name
plea.
to their new
L~kew~se
chent's
case.
Russell Mitchell
V 1 c t o r
Confused-lookCharles Rubiola
Querada, who
ing defendants,
Hilda Valadaz
was charged
mostly Hispanic
Bertram Wood Ill
wrh possessor Afncan Amer.
Suzanne
Kramer
mng a small
xan, met their
Quan Lew
,
amount
of
counsel amid a
Phyllis
Bed
marijuana
earhuhhuh of other
John Young
lier this year:
defendants, defenGil Todd Coronodo
Querada has
dants' spouses,
Karen Corby
a trial date
and defendants'
coming up m
squalling hah~es.
TOTRL
4,015
the summer
Clients
who'd
He says he's
posted bond sat
Innocent, but
in the spectator

-
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Bexar County's busiest poverty lawyers
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dope in the pole. It was my word against
the police."
On February 26, Tony was again
brought from jail to Judge Harle's court.
All morning he sat in the jury box,
dressed in the flaming orange trousers,
open-necked shirt, and matching slippers
that make Bexar County inmates look
like worst-fantasy medics from TV's Chicago Hope. Tony spent the whole time
handcuffed to a sheepish-looking prisoner
who appeared years older than he. Evenmally Foster hurried in from another
court, and Tony's case was called. The
cuffs removed, he faced the judge and
pleaded "no contest" - a mysteriously
technical term that means the defendant
doesn't admit guilt, but agrees to be sentenced anyway. Tony ended up with five
years of deferred adjudication. He also
was assessed 320 hours of community
service and a $1,000 h e , which he was
ordered to pay in $100 monthly install.
ments.
After sentencing, he thought he'd be
released to go home. He thought wrong.
Judge Harle apologized for a crowded
caseload and his upcoming vacation. A
evaluation needed to be done
but couldn't be completed for six weeks.
Devastated, Tony went back to jail again.
His grandmother left the courthouse irate
and deeply worried that Tony would be
unable to make the payments on his
fine. She was sure a default would send
him back to the county jail - or worse,
prison.
Minimum.wage defense
Tony's story raises barely an eyebrow
aong people nationwide who are work.
ing to improve the way poor people get
lawyers.
All point out that indigent defense
systems across the country often are
flawed, but in Texas they're an unmiti.
gated disaster. One reason for the fiasco

complains that his assigned counsel, Phyllis Beal, at first pushed him to say oth,mwise. Beal, who last year biUed the
county for 338 assigned cases, said in a
recent interview that she couldn't remember what she said in her hurried conference with Quezada. In fact, she couldn't
remember anything about him.
At least Beal met with her client. That
is more than can be said of Cynthia
Foster after she became Tony's second
court-assigned lawyer.
Copping a (false?)plea
Foster took on the job at the end of
October, and Tony's next court date was
set for November 24, two days before
Thanksgiving. Tony came, hut he never
saw Foster. "I called her when I got
back to jail," he says. "She said they
didn't have my files." Foster now says
the reason she didn't see Tony was "the
holidays." Or to be precise, an entire
holiday season, because December also
came and went, and still there was
no attorney-client meeting. "I thought,
with the possession and intent charges,
that he was just another cocaine dealer,''
Foster said recently of Tony. By the time
she first talked with him in January,
almost three months had passed since
she'd agreed to take his case. At the end
of the month, she filed papers requesting money for an investigator to explore
questions such as what color shorts Tony
' . had on the day of his arrest. In late
February, she got Tony's bail lowered and
his bond decreased to $300. But by then,
his next court date was only four days
away. Although Foster was urging him to
go to trial, Tony said he felt exhausted
and demoralized. "I don't sell drugs! I'm
innocent," Tony declared during a jailhouse interview with the Current earlier
this spring. "But I don't know what to
do. The officer said he saw me put the

Money Rexar Count gqvq the D'@ office
to rosecute accuse cr~mmalsdurm FY
19&-98, and to defend indigents UJ om
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$ 11.8 million4
$ 5.9 millionP

is stingy budgets. They aren't just a
Lone Star problem. While national spending on police, pros&utors, and prisons
has climbed dramatically the last decade,
funding to defend the accused has not
kept pace. Alabama, for instance, pays
$20 and $40 per hour for in- and outof-court time, respectively, and caps the
total at $1,000 per case - even for deathpenalty cases. Virginia's maximums are
lower still: $845 for crimes with a penalty of more than 20 years; for lesser
offenses, $305. In states such as Minnesota, Connecticut, and Mississippi, indigent defense budgets are so inadequate
that the state has been sued.
Texas, meanwhile, ranks 40th of all
states in the money it spends on indigent
defense. The Spangenberg Group, a Ma*
sachusetts.based, indigentdefense research
organization that advises the US. ]us
rice Department, blasts systems throughout Texas as "seriously under-funded and
understaffed." Jerry Weswich, a lawyer
with the American Civil Liberties Union
in Washington, D.C., says Bexar County's $301-per-felony-case average is itself
"about average" for Texas. In some other
counties, he notes, "it's as low as $150
per case."
That's because unlike most other states,
Texas gives no money to localities to
defend poor people, nor does the state
mandate how to organize or evaluate
indigent defense services. Instead, each of
Texas' 254 counties pays its own way and
manages its own system . which gener.
ally includes judges' personally appointing
lawyers. This arrangement has been condemned by every nationally recognized
organization dealing with indigent defense
policy, from the American Bar Association to the President's Crime Commission Report.
In a smdy done a few years ago by
the State Bar of Texas - - i n which many
San Antonio lawyers took part - attorneys statewide reported that on average,
counties were paying them only 29 cents
of every dollar it actually cost to defend
their indigent clients. Almost three quarters of the lawyers said they'd spent their
own money doing indigent defense cases.
Even more said that privately hired attorneys were giving clients better service
than were court-appointed lawyers. Prosecutors agreed: An overwhelming majority said Texas attorneys devoted less time
to indigent than to private-pay clients,
and seemed less prepared to defend the
former in court.

.

It's extremely hard to measure the
results of these damning observations.
But in an 18-month study of the Harris
County (Houston) criminal justice system
done in 1993 and 1994, the statewide
magazine Texas Lawyer found that a
defendant with a court-appointed attorney
was three times more likely to receive
jail or prison time than a defendant
who hired a lawyer. The solution to
these injustices, critics say, begins with
the creation of local public defender
offices, which currently exist only in
the following Texas counties: El Paso,
Webb (which encompasses Laredo), Wichita (Wichita Falls), and to a limited
extent in Dallas and Tarrant (home of
Fort Worth).The past two decades have
seen unsuccessful attempts to legislate
public defender offices. During the session Sen. Rodney EUis (D-Houston) held
hearings on a new bill allowing counties
to set up such a system. The ACLU's
Wesevich says many Texas county commissioners support the bill. Nevertheless,
Bexar County government is against a
public defender office, says Mercedes
Kutcher, who served as Bexar's criminal
district courts administrator from 1988 to
1998. The prospect, Kutcher says, "comes
up every year" among county commissioners. "But they don't want it," she
says, "because under equal protection law,
they'd have to give the public defender
office and the DA's office equal funding. The system they have now is a lot
cheaper."
Indeed, the DKs office last year got
almost $12 million to prosecute accused
criminals. That's twice as much as
appointed lawyers got to defend the same
people. Despite the discrepancy, Wesevich discounts the county's worries about
being legally obligated to pay the same
for prosecution and defense
constitutionally, he says, equity isn't required. Yet
he admits that the bottom line for good
indigent defense is money. Catherine
Bumett, a Houston law professor who
chairs a Texas State Bar committee study.
ing indigent defense issues, agrees: "If a
public defender office is underfunded, it
can be just as bad" as a courtappointed
set up. Yet in the current political climate, Burnett laments, "It's hard to
make anybody care about the quality of
indigent defense. No one wants to allo
cate the money. There's a tremendous
sense that we've lived through 20 years
of criminals being coddled by the system.
Indigent defendants are hard to evoke

-

sympathy for. They're [considered] guilty
until proven innocent. They raise questions about class and other things that
make people uncomfortable."
But Weseveich says even a poorly
funded public defender office is better
than none. For one thing, it takes county
money out of judges' hands, thus abolish.
ing the appearance or reality of cronyism.
For another, it maintains standards for
lawyer qualifications and for maximum
caseloads. Public defender offices are the
first step to remedying "a complex and
awful problem," concludes Wesevich. His
group, the ACLU, is pushing for such
offices in Texas: The civil liberties orga.
nization is currently considering suing
various counties, such as Bell and Cam.
eron, that have particularly bad indigent
defense systems. The aim is to use legal
suits to pressure the state legislature.
A comprehensive public defender office
might also challenge the "San Antonio
Plan," the buyout system for lawyers who
don't want to defend indigents. A simi.
lar scheme exists in Midland. There's
also one in El Paso, even though El Paso
has a public defender office. (It doesn't
handle all indigent cases, though. Many
still get assigned to private lawyers, and
those who pay to avoid the work end
up funding the public defenders.) Civil
libertarians argue that these buyout plans
are illegal, since it is unconstiturional
t o force a class of private citizens - in
this case attorneys to bankroll services
the government should be funding. The
same reasoning can be applied to the
court.appointment system, which forces
lawyers to labor for the government, usually at prices well below their earnings
for private work.
A few Texas lawyers have formally p r o
tested these practices; In 1995, Austin
attorney Scott Klippel sued Travis County
and a judge for forcing him to represent a poor client at rock-bottom pay.
Two years later in El Paso, lawyer Tanja
Hunter refused to accept indigent cases
and complaine4 about the buyout system
to the State Commission on Judicial Misconduct. Klippel's case was rejected: The
courts said he couldn't sue a judge or
the county. Hunter's efforts also came
to naught. But in other states during
the past decade among them Oklahoma,
Arkansas, Florida, and Alaska - lawsuits
and other filings have led to major
reforms.
The price of freedom
Tony wasn't thinking about indigent

-

-

defense systems the morning he made
his final appearance in court. It was
April 14 seven months to the day after
he was first locked up. A week before,
the Current had interviewed Judge Harle
and asked him to comment on the
fact that. Tony had spent over half his
incarceration without representation by
a lawyer, even though he was telling
a story of innocence that should have
been investigated. "They all tell stories,"
Harle had answered. But on April 14,
Tony walked up to the bench. Attorney
Catherine Foster rushed in and stood by
his side. In less than five minutes, Harle
rescinded Tony's $1,000 fine. Foster hurried out, and Tony returned to jail to be
processed for release. His grandmother
came to get him early that evening. Tony
took off his inmate oranges then, and
for the first time in 212 days, put on
stteet clothes. He's back home on the
East Side now, making plans to resume
his studies this summer.
Is he innocent of the charge that took
so much time from his life! Or is Tony's
story just a story? At this point, perhaps
the m t h doesn't matter to anyone but
him.
What does matter, though, is that a
faulty indigent defense system robbed the
community of a chance to fairly evaluate
his case. And it left Tony, his kin, and
neighbors with the acrid sense that in
San Antonio as one local lawyer puts
it justice for poor people comes only
with the luck of the draw. &

-

-

-
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The Best of CDLPm

Free?

Dozens of papers selected from two excellent years of Criminal Defense Lawyers
Project Seminars - Free via email! Written by some of your best known colleagues
and carefully reviewed by our own Cynthia Hampton for their useful listings of cases,
practice forms and practical advice, these materials are sure to help you improve your
practice. We will send papers out to everyone on our email list every Tuesday and
Friday. You may also download the papers at your convenience from our web site
beginning in January 2000.

Still not up to the electronic age?
For a limited time, you can order 4 volumes - including Trial Tactics and Procedure,
Scientific Evidence, Procedure and Evidence and for just $150.00 plus shipping
($22.50) and tax (8.25%). We will only make enough books to fiIl the orders we
receive by December 31, 1999, so we must receive your order and full payment no
later than this date. Books will be shipped beginning February 2000.
Name
Bar Card #
Address
City, State, Zip
Phone
E-mail

Total amount enclosed: $
Check made payable to TCDLA enclosed O
Charge my: 0 Visa O Mastercard
0American Express Exp. Date
Name on Card
Card Number

Fax

Please send to Best of CDLP, 600 West 13* St. Austin TX 78701-1705,
call in to 5121478-2514, fax to 5121469-9107
or email your order to us at iofo@tcdla.com.

YOU CAN OFFER HOPE AND INSPIRATION
TO PRISONER'S AND THEIR FAMILIES!
Jack Canfieid, CEO of Chicken Soup Enterprises (www.chickensoup.com),
wants to give away free 250,000 copies of "Chicken Soup For The Prisoner's
Soul" to inmates and their children.

amm
v -~m ~
a n e a ~ ~

C3Institute is the non-profit that Jack has designated to raise the funds
necessary that will make this goal a reality.
Please send your tax-deductible donation (and your ideas) to:

,

C3institute (Creating Conscious Community)
P.O. Box 82507
Austin, Texas 78707
512-447-2970 Phone
512-989-3663 Fax
lnfo@c-cubed.org.
Please write Chicken Soup on your check.
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Invest a Week in Preparing for the next 30 Years?

The Criminal Trial Advocacy Institute!
Can You Really Afford NOT to Attend?
The Mission
This course is more than a skill course.
It is a state of mind course.
The spirit and camaraderie of criminal defense is emphasized.
What your colleaguer
. ; have to say:
"This was extremely helpful. T h e course should be mandatory
before you defend a citizen in the government's courts."
"Best and most useful course I've ever attended.
Well worth the week out of the office."
"Extremely valuable "hands on'' practice with helpful feedback."
This course is an intensive program of practice exercises, enhanced by faculty demonstrations
and personal supervision by experienced trial attorneys. There is nothing quite like it offered
by any other organization in Texas. In fact, it is a model for programs throughout the country.
Enrollment is limited to 50 students, who are selected to participate through an application and registration process.
Students receive materials before the seminar and actually prepare to handle their case
from jury selection to final argument.
Each exercise is recorded on videotape that is critiqued and given to the student for his or her review.

Space is limited - Call (5 12) 478-25 14

Each line of our classified ads is approximately 38 characters;a character includes any letter, number,
mark or space. The cost for VOICE
classifiedsis $40 for the first 6 lines,
plus $5 for each additional typeset
line.

Name of advertiser
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Address
City
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Classified Ad orders

State
Fax

Please insert this classified ad
Total $
Please charge my
Account number
Authorized signature

Copy must be submitted precisely as you
want it to run, and received by the 5th of
the month to run in that issue.

,

Zip
time(s), starting with the

Com~letethis form and fax or mail vour
classified ad copy with payment (ciedit
card payment preferred with fax orders).
Any questions? Call TCDLAat
512-478-2514andaskfor Rose Valenzuela
or e-mail rose@tcdla.com.
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VOICE for the Defense, Classified ads
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street
Austin, TX 78701-1705
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An Analysis of
Future Dangerousness
in Capital Cases
By Jon S o m o n

T"

request of defense attorn*, jurnrs may
now be informed that a defendant sentenced to life must serve a h i m u m
4-r
term before becoming eligible for
parole. In addition to ptaviding jurors
with information crucial to their delibeta
tions, the change in statute & it
easier for degnse experts to communi.
a t e to juries the likelihood that a d e b
dant will continue to commit violent
acts. Ptmecutors and defense attorneys
have commonly relied on psychiartists to
make prrdictions about future dangerousness based on a defendant's background,
diagnostics tests, and the clinician's own
previous experience. Clinical predictions,
however, are notoriously inaccurate. At
best, clinid predictions of 1ong.term dam
getousness that do not incorporate actuarial data ate correct onethird of the
time.) The Americbn Psprhiatric Assodation considers it unethical for rheir mem.
bets to make predictions of future dan-

e reintroduction of capital punishment in 1973 has forced wety
capital jury in Texas to predict a
defendant's propensity toward violence in
order to reach a punishment decision.
As Justice Stephens noted in his recent
dissent from a denial of Certiorari in
B m n u Terar,'these decisions were most
often made by juries without information c o m i n g pillole eligibility, Jusrice
Stephens, with three other members of
the Court, found the practice particukrly
rqn&ensible since Texas j m r s had to
be informed of parole eligibility in all
nonapital cases. Their views were bolstered by fmdings from postaial inter.
views, which reveakd that capital jutors
who had sentenced defendants tn death
believed a defendant receiving a life sentence would s a w an average of 15
years.2
The recent changt in IegisIation has
rendered this a moot issue. At the

Frequency

Violent Acts

gerousness in capital cases,4 yet many
clinicians are willing to assert with some
degree of certainty that a defendant on
trial for his life is likeiy to kill again.
Predicting violence with an aduatial
assessment has been proven superior to
these clinics1 methods.' An actuarial prediction is made by a s o d scientist
who bases his prediction on the behaviot of p u p s of offenders with similar
characteristics. Based on how this group
has behaved in the past, the reseamher
can estimate the likelihood that a given
defendant will continue to commit criminal acts of violence.
In order to make an actuarial prediction concerning the likelihwd of future
dangerousness by a capiral defendant,
data have been collected on 10,121 mwrderers incatcetated in the Texas Department of Ctimmal Justice-Institutional
Division. Along with potential predictor
variahlq i n h a t i o n was collected on

Prevalence

Homicide

14

0.1%

Atteaopt/Solidt murder

10

0.196

Agsawted assault guard

70

0.7%

Assault inmate w/.rueapon

656

4.9%

519

4.1%

23

0.2%

4

0.04%

Fight w/weapon
Sexual assault
Robbery
Total

,

1296

8.9%
+re
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the number and types of violent acts
committed by these inmates during January 1990 through March 1999. With
these data it is possible to predict a
capital defendant's likelihood of continuing to commit violent acts.
The first step in performing an
actuarial analysis is to construct the base
rate of violence that can be expected
from capital defendants. The table below
shows the number of violent acts committed by the 10,121 incarcerated murderers, who at that time had served an avetage of 5.7 years, and the percentage of
the s o u p that was involved.
As the table shows, only 14 homicides
wete committed by inmates during their
cumulative 57,953 years served, a rate
of about 2 per 10,000 inmates per year.
Considering the entire spectrum of violent acts (1296 acts committed by 903
inmates) the rate of violence was about 2
per 100 inmates per year. While 8.9% of
the murderers were involved in violence,
the studied period was on average only
5.7 years per inmate. To estimate the
likelihood of violence committed over a
40yeat term, it is necessary to consider
that the level of violence decreases the
longer an inmate is incarcetated.
As. Figure 1 shows, the percentage of
inmates involved in violence increases
through those serving in their seventh
year of incarceration, then levels off
thereafter. Figute 1 also shows that the
level of involvement in violence never
reaches 15%, regardless of the amount
of time setved. Therefore the maximum
estimated likelihood that any given capital defendant would commit future acts
of violence during his 40year stay in the
institution is less than 15%.
Not all incarcerated murderers, however, have the same propensity toward violence. It is possible ro match the characteristics of a particular capital defendant
to a group of similar incarcerated mutderers, thus producing an individualized ptediction. For example, two variables commonly associated with violence in the
institution are prior criminal tecord and
age. These two variables alone help t17
mendously in making predictions. Among
the sample of incarcerated murderers,
those who had served prior prison sentences wete 1.57 times mote likely (11.9%
versus 7.6%) to have committed violent
acts while incarcerated. The relationship
between age and violence in the institution is even more pronounced, as shown
in Figure 2.

The likelihood that a 20 year-old cap
ital defendant will commit a violent
offense is nearly 7 times that of a
60 year-old (11.8% versus 1.7%). Taken
together just the two vatiables age and
prior prison tecord can significantly effect
a capital defendant's prognosis. The odds
of a 60 yeat-old defendant with no
prior prison record committing a violent
offense while incarcerated over the next
40 years, assuming he lives to 100 years
old, would he ,146 that of the average
inmate, or about 2%. The likelihood of
a 20 yeat-old with a prior prison record
committing a violent act is 1.96 times
that of the average capital defendant, or
neatly 30%.
While the illustrations above are preliminary and involve only two comelates,
this example illustrates how an actuarial
prediction of future dangerousness is
made. The odds or likelihood of future
dangerousness posed by a capital defendant is based on the previous behavior
of similar defendants who were housed
in the same prison system in which he
will be placed under the same conditions of confinement. Predictions made
using this method are immune to the
subjectivity that has plagued clinical predictions. h
End N o w
118 S.Ct. 355 (1997).
Bowers. W.J. & Steiner, B.D. (1999) Death
by default: An empirical examioarion of false and
forced choices in capital sentencing. Texas Law
Review 77:605. 647.
' Monahan, J. (1981) Predicting violent behavior;
An assessment of clinical techniques. Beverly Hills:

'

Sage..

' See Barefoot v.

Estelle, 463 US. 880 (1983).
Grissa, T 61 T o d i m , A.J. (1996). Communicating violence risk assessmenrs. American Pscyhobgisr
51: 92&930.
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Juvenile Delinquency

18USC 5032
ongms intended that the Juve.
nile Justice and Delinquency Ptevention Act of 1974 provide guid.
awe and rehabilitation for the child m
be rehabilitated, rather than to punish
and attach the stigma associated with
a criminal conviction. See Kent u. United
States, 383 US 541 (1966). The law
changed, however, with the passing of the
Comprehensive Gime Control Act of
1984, Congress expanded federal authoritg to prosecute ehud'ren who committed violent offenses. UnioedStatesw.Juuenik,
118, F.3d 298, 303 (5th Ci. 1998). As
a result, the number of federal cases
involving juveniles has risen dramatically,
exposing our children to sentences rangitlg from mandatory minimums to life
imprisonment,

C

government must prove that the child
meets these standards to invoke federal
jurisdiction.

B. C e d c a t e ofNeed
In order to meet the requiremenrs of
the statute and attain federal jurisdiction,
the government must strictly comply w1th
specific requirements of the law. In the
first phase, the government must file
two types of certificates: (1) the "need
certification" and (2) the "substantial fed
era1 interest". The "need certificationn
requites the Attorney General to certitp
that 1- the state
M t or cannot
proseeute the juvenile, Z the state does
not have progmns or facilities for jum
niles, o r 3- the chaged offense is a
felony invohdng violence, f i r or
d ~ g s .In the abscace of such certificadon, the juvenile shall be sumndered
I. JURISDIM1ON
(18 USC 5031 & 5032)
to state authorities. Unitkd Smtes u3Jwenik
The government must dear several hut- Male, 148 F.3d 468, 469 (5" Cir. 19991,
dles in order for a disaict court to have and United Statesw. Jwnik Male, 118 E3d
federal ju~sdicnon over a juvenile. The 298, 301 (5th Cir. 1997). If the juvenile
absence of any one of the following ul- prosecution invotve~a crime of violence,
tena will allow defense counsel to move rhe government is required to state that
successfuIy b r the dismissal of the cam. it has a "substantial federal interestf in
the prosecution of che minor. Failure to
state a "substantial federal interest" may
A. Definitions
Who is a 'jwenilen? The statute s d p the d h d u c o w of irs jurisdidon.
defmes a juvenile as a person who has See United States u. Juvenile Ma&, 118 F.3d
not reached &/her eighteenth birthday. at 303-304, United Stam u. Jwnik Mak,
For alleged acts of juvenile delinquency, ,923 F.2d 614 (8th Cir. 1991).
a juvenile is defined as a person who
Moreover, failure by the government
has not atfained the age of twenty one. to file a cimdy need certificate also may
Section 5031 further defines juvenile negate the dimrlct court of its jurisdicc
delinquency as the alleged violation of tions. See U n d Smres u, BaLr, I0 F.3d
the law of the United States committed 1374 (9th Cir. 1993). Amrdmg to the
by a person prior to hisher eighteenth Fifth Circuit, the g m n m e n t must file
birthday, which would have been a crime a "need certihtenprior to a juvenile's
if committed by i n adult, or a violation anaipment. &it& Smfe u. Cuma, 523 F,
by a person under 18 USC 922k). The 2d 1285, 1289 (5th Cir. 1978).
2a
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Section 5032 requues the Attorney
General to svn the certiflcate. This
power was delegated to the Assistant
Attorney General in charge of the Gnmrnal Division and his Deputy Assmnt
Attorney General under 28 C.F.R 0.57.
Additionally, 28 C.F.R. 0.57 states that
the Assistant Attotney General may re.
delegate this power to a Unmd States
Attorney.
Therefore, if the cert~ficateof need is
s~gnedby an authomd delewre, the dw
@let court bas jurisdicuon and there u
no judicial review. See i h l d Stares u, hvcleik Mak, 118 F.3d 298 (5th Cir. 1997).
However, in LJn1ted State v. Mak luwda,
148 F.3d 468 (5& Cir. 19981, the Fifth
C h i t vacated an adjudicanan of juve.
nile delinquency because an AUSA did
not have the authority to certifp. cases for
federal ptosecution. Unfortunately there
IS no judicial review over the Attorney
General's certification that a 'substantial
fed& interestn exists. In Unttkd States u.
Juuen~kMale,118 F.M 298, 304 (5th Cir.
19971, the Fifth Circuit held that Congress did not intend for district mutts
to second guess the Attorney General's
determination that a substrcnrial federal
interest exlsts in a particular case. See
also lmpaunded (Iuuentk R G.), 117 F.3d
730 (3rd Cir. 1997)
C. Remrds Certification

The Attorney General must a h pm
vide any prior records of the juvenile, or
that mch juvenile has no prior records,
or that the records are nnavailable and
why they are unavailable. See 18 WSC
5032 This record certihtation must be
filed prior to the filing of the mfor.
mation. For example, in U i u d Sta- w.
M.I.M., 932 F.2d 1016 (1st Cii. 19917,

the First Circuit dismissed an adjudication as of juvenile delinquency where
the government failed to file a records
cernf~catebefore the filling of the information. In this case, M.I.M. had a juvenile record from a state court in Chelsea, Mwachusetts. No certificate attesting w the absence or unavailability of
M.I.M.'s juvenile records was filed. The
First Circuit agreed with defense counsel that since the government had failed
to file the certificate before the filling
of the information, the statutory requirement was not met and the appropriate
remedy is disrmssal without prejudice of
the information. See also Untted Statec u.
Juwn&Mak, 923 F.2d 614, 620 (8th Cir.
1991) and U n d Stater u. &ran N.,900
F.2d 218 (10th Cir. 1990).
In light of the M.I.M. case, defense
counsel should be alert to this jurtsdlct~onalrequirement and argue that dm

missal should be with prejudice for the
following reasons: (1) if the case does
not involve violence, argue that the case
is not serious in nature, (2) since the
violation of the law was caused by the
government's failure to timely file the
certification of iecord, dismissal should
be with prejudice, (3) the impact of reprosecution will be severe for the minor
(especially if the minor has been in cus
mdy) and would send the wrong message to the U.S. Attorney's office because
it would foster complete disregard for
the strict requirements of the law. See,
Unxted S
u. R
e 973 E2d 36, 38
(1' Cir. 1992)(dismissing case with prejudice on speedy trial grounds).

before a judicial officer or magistrate. See,
Counry of Rwernde v. McLaughhn, 500 US.
44, 11 S.C. 1661 (1991). In Untted States
v, Doe, 862 F.2d 776 (9th Cir. 19881, the
N i Circuit held that a thirty six (36)
hour delay was unreasonable. See also,
a Doe, 701 F.2d 819 (9th Cir.
Unittd S t ~ t u.
1983).
Due Process also requires that the
anesttng officer nonfy the juvenile's par.
ems, parchan, custodian of the juvenile's
arrest. See, In re Gault, 387 US 1 (1967)
and McKeeverv Pennsydvan~a,403 US 528
(1971). As such, the government must
make reasonable efforts to not* the
juvenile's parents, guardian or custodian
that the juvenile has been arrested. See,
Unmd Stater v. Doe, 862 F.2d 776 (9th Cir.
II. ARREsT (18USC 5033)AND
1988)). This burden requlres actual notifk
DETENTION (18 USC 5034)
cation or sufficient inquirces toward notiWhen a juvenile is arrested, the arrest- fication. In the case of an illegal alien,
ing agent must take him/her immediately the agent must also nonfi the foreign
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consulate. See, Article 36 of the Vienna
Convention On Consular Affairs and
Article VI of the Convention Between
The United States and Mexico.
The government's failure to make reasonable efforts to meet these notification
requirements may rise to a constitutional
violation on due nrocess mounds if such
failure has an adverse effect on the fundamental fairness of the proceedings. See,
United Stater v. Doe, 701 F.2d 819 (1983).
If the parents or guardian/custodian are
not present or the interest of the parents,
and the juvenile are adverse, the court
may appoint a guardian ad litem. See,
18 USC 5034
The magistrate judge has a duty to
ensure that the juvenile is represented by
competent counsel before commencing
with any critical stage of the proceedings.
The magistrate judge shall also release
the juvenile to his parents, guardian,
custodian or other responsible person
upon their promise to bring the juvenile
when requested by the court. However,
the court need not release the juvenile
if, after a hearing, it is satisfied that
the detention of such juvenile is necessary for hidher timely appearance or to
ensure hisher safety or that of the community. See, United States u. Doe, 642 F.2d
1206 (10th Cir. 1981)(custody must be
under federal authority, a detainer is not
enough to assume custody) In order
to detain the juvenile, a probable cause
' , hearing must be held. See, Counq of Riwenide u. Mclaughlin, 500 US. 44 (1991);
Shall u. Martin, 467 US. 253 (1983); Gerstain u. Pugh, 420 US 103 (1975); Cox u.
Turk?, 506 F.2d 1347 (6th Cir. 1974).

-

III. SPEEDY TRIAL. (18 USC 5036)
The government has thirty (30) days

to file an information against the juvenile. The Fifth Circuit has held that
the thirty day limit begins to run from
the arrest and physical detention of the
juvenile by federal authorities and not
state police. See, United States u. n r e e Mak
Juuenikr, 49 F.3d 1058 (5th Cir. 1995)
Failure to file an information within the
thirty days time period shall result in
dismissal with prejudice upon the request
of the juvenile. See, United Stater v. Doe,
882 F.2d 926 (5th Cir. 1989). However,
the thirty days limitation does not apply
if the juvenile was released from federal
custody to his parents, guardian or custodian. See, United States v. Cuomo, 525 F.2d
1285 (5th Cir. 1976).

IV. NO JURY TRIAL FOR DELINQUENCY DETERMINATION
In the case of United Stata u. Cuorno,
525 F.2d 1285, 1292 (5th Cir. 1976).
the Fifth Circuit followed the Supreme
Court's ruling in McKiever u. Pennsylvania,
403 U.S. 528 (19701,which held that juveniles have no right to a trial by jury.
However, the government must prove
beyond a reasonable doubt that the juvenile is a delinquent. See, In .re Wiwhip,
397 US. 358, 368 (1969). An adjudication of delinquency is not a conviction
of a crime, a felony, nor is it a misdemeanor. It is merely a determination of
status. See, United States u. Hill, 538 F.2d
1072, 1075 (4th Cir. 1976).

V. TRANSFER HEARING (18 USC 5032)
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A. Discretionary and Mandatory
Transfers
There are two types of transfer: dis
cretionary and mandatory. A transfer is
discretionary if the juvenile allegedly commirted a criminal act after turning fifteen,
and the act is (i) a felony offense if committee by an adult, (ii) a crime of vie
lence or an enumerated narcotics crime.
In defining a crime of violence, a district
court should look only to the violated
statute, and not at the juvenile's conduct. See, United States v. Baker, 10 F.3d
1374 (9th Cir. 1993)(applying definition
of crime of violence set forth in 18 USC
16). With the recent enactment of the
Violent Crime Control and Law Enforcement Act of 1994, children as young as
age thirteen may also be prosecuted for
certain enumerated offenses.
Transfer is mandatory if the juvenile
commits the crime after age sixteen, and
the act is (i) a felony if committed by
an adult, (ii) involves substantial risk of
physical force against another, or the
destruction of property, or involves explosives or drugs, and (iii) the juvenile has
a similar prior offense.

The most critical stage in a juvenile
proceeding is the government's request to
B. Factors For Transfer Hearings
In order to transfer a minor's status
transfer a juvenile's status in order to try
h i d h e r as an adult. Ordinarily, an adju- to adult, the government must present
dication of juvenile delinquency will not "clear and convincing evidence" as to
affect a child's criminal record and the each of the following six factors: 1- age
and social background of the juvenile, 2.
nature of the alleged offense, 3- extent
and nature of the juvenile's prior record,
4- minor's present and intellectual maturity, 5- any past treatment, and b availability of programs designed to mat the
minor's behavioral problems. See, Un~ted
States v. C.J.T.G., 913 FSupp. 63 (D.P.R.
1994)
These six factors must be discussed by
the district court with sufficient specificity to permit meaningfnl appellate review.
See, United States u. Romulw, 949 F.2d 713
(4th Cir. 1991), cett denied, 112 S.C.
1690 (1992). The guiding principle in
transfer proceedings is "whether a transfer would be in the inierests of justice".
See, Unned States u. C.J.TG., 913 F.Supp.

The Sentencing Project
has a new briefing paper,
"Prosecuting Juveniles
in Adult Court"
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stigma that comes with it. Unfortunately,
experience shows that, in cases where
minors are charged with serious violent
offenses, such as bank robbery (18 USC
2113), or carjacking (18 USC 2119), the
government almost always moves for a
transfer to adult status. Let ns explore
how this works.

64 (D.P.R. 1994); United States v. Hemmer,
729 F.2d 10, 18 (1st Cir), cert denied,
467 US 1218 (1984). Prior to determin.
ing whether to transfer the juvenile's
status to an adult, the district court must
make a finding regarding the possibility
of the child's rehabilitation. See, United
Stater v. Alexander, 695 F.2d 398, 401 (9th
Cit. 1982), cert. denied, 462 US 1108
(1983). The best factors to argue for
rehabilitation are lack of past treatment,
family support, lack of prior delinquency,
the child has not exhibited signs of dis.
organization, irritability, aggressiveness or
antbsocial behavior, the child is not considered a danger to himherself or the
community, age and social background,
present intellectual maturity,
and the
child's rehabilitation is possible and not
a glimpse of hope. This is were the
expert opinion of a competent forensic
psychologist for the defense is critical in
moving the court towards rehabilitation.
Because a transfet hearing is a "ptelimi.
nary hearing in a criminal case" the rules
of evidence do not apply. See, United
States v Doe, 871 F.2d 1248, 1255 (5th
Cit.), ten denied, 493 US 917 (1989). The
evidence, however, must meet essential
requirements of due process and fairness.
Id. For purposes of the transfet hearing,
the district coutt may assume the truth
of the allege offense. See, United Srates
u. Welch, 15 F.3d 1202, 1208 (1st Cit.
1993), cmt. denied, 114 S.Ct. 1863 (1994).
Neither the Fifth Circuit, nor any
other Court of Appeals has directly deter.
mined the widentiary burden of proof for
the government to prevail at a discretion.
ary transfer hearing. Two district courts
have held that the government must pres.
eot clear and convincing evidence. See,
United States v. M.L. 811 F.Supp.491. 493
(D.C.Cal. 1992) and United States v.
E.K.,471 FSupp. 924, 932 (D.Or. 1979).
Unless the Fifth Circuit rules otherwise,
defense counsel should argue for the dis.
trict court to apply the clear and convinc.
ing standard because the consequences of
a juvenile's transfer to adult status are
extremely severe to a child.
C. Opposing the Transfer to Adult
Status
Because of the constraints of the
Speedy Trial in a juvenile case, defense
counsel should quickly prepare to address
each of the six factors listed in Title 18
USC 5032. It is imperative that defense
counsel hire an experienced forensic psy.
chologist. The defense should also be

prepared to educate the district court as
to any available programs and facilities to
rehabilitate and address the child's needs.
Teachers, neighbors, friends, as well as
family members are excellent sources for
this type of information.
The child may testify, and hidher statements are not admissihle at subsequent
criminal proceedings. Quaere whether
these statements may later be used for
impeachment purposes. If defense counsel decides that the child should testify,
counsel should ensure that his/her testimony relates strictly to the factors considered at the hearing.
In United Stater v. Hemmer, 729 E2d 10,
17 (1st Cir.), cert. denied, 467 US. 1218
(1984), the First Circuit held that it is
within the district court's reasoned discretion as to what weight to assign each
factor. In Hemmer, which involved an
armed robbery, the Court concluded: "ln
light of the gravity of the crime involved,
weighed against the other five section
5032 factors, we cannot say that the dis.
trict court struck the balance improperly."
United Stater u. Hemmer, 729 F.2d at 18.
See also, United States u. Doe, 871 F.2d
1248, 1253-54 (5th Ctr. 1989) As such,
it appears that the circuit coutt will substantially defer to the judgment of the
district coutt.

son, 652 FSupp. 211 (D.N.M.Wis. 1986).
In re T W , 652 FSupp. 1440 (E.D.Wis.
1987), United Stater u. B.N.S., 557 FSupp.
351 (D.Wyo. 1983).

VL APPEAL
If the .district court grants the government's motion to transfer, such order may
he interlocutorily appealed. See, United
States v. Bilbo, 19 F.3d 912, 914-15 (5th
Cir. 1994), United Stater u. De Leon, 768
F.2d 629 (5th Cir. 1985). A minor has
the right to appeal, and the right to
counsel, despite objections by hidher parents to the appeal. See, Untted States u.
M.I.M., 923 F.2d 1016, 1018 (1st Cir.
1991).
The standard of review for sufficiency
of the evidence in an appeal from a
federal juvenile adjudication is identical
to that in a criminal appeal: whether a
reasonable fact finder could have found
that the evidence, viewed in light most
favorable to the government, established
guilt beyond a reasonable doubt. See.
United States v. De Leon, 768 F.2d 629, 631
(5th Cir. 1985).

-

W. MlRANDA WARNINGS
STATEMENTS
Twenty three years ago the Supreme
Court held in the case of Inre Gault, 387
US. 1 (1966), that juveniles have the
D. Case law Against Transfer
same protections extended to adults in
The following is a compilation of Miranda u. Arizona, 384 U S . 436 (1966).
reported district coutt opinions since
If a juvenile requests the opportunity
1983 wherein the courts ruled in favor to speak to hidher probation officer,
of non-transfer: Un~tedStates u. CJ.T.G., parent, guardian, or custodian, under the
913 FSupp. 63 (D.P.R. 1996), United totality of the circumstances test, it may
States u. Mak Juvenile, 844 FSupp. 280 be understood that he/she has invoked
(E.D.Va. 1984), United Stater v. M.L., 811 h i s h e t Miranda rights. See F m u . Michael
FSupp. 491 (D.C.Ca1. 19921, UnitedStates C., 442 US. 707 (1979), United Stares
v. Doe, 710 FSupp. 958 (S.D.N.Y.1989),
v. Palmer, 604 F.2d 64 (10th Cir. 1979).
United States v. A.J.M., 685 FSupp. Note that the failure to notify parents
1192 (D.N.M. 1988), United States v. Denni- does not make a juvenile's confession

For updated information
on juvenile law see
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involuntary or the product of ignorance,
but wiU be a factor for the district court
to consider whether a confession was voluntary. See, Rone u. Wynck, 764 F.2d 532
(8th Cir. 1985).
The standard of maturity is ohviously
not the same between an adult and a
child. See, Haky u. Ohio, 332 US. 596,
599 (1948). Under the totality of the circumstances test delineated in the Gault
case, the district court must consider the
child's age, experience, education, back,
ground, intelligence, whether he/she had
the capacity to understand the warnings
given to h i m h e r , the nature of h i s h e r
Fifth Amendment rights, and the consequences of waiving those rights. Moreover,
the district court must make specific findings that the childs statements where not
the product of coercion, duress, or suggestion on the part of the police, nor
the product of immaturity, or adolescent
fzntasy.
WII. SENTENCE AND THE U S . SENTENCING GUIDELINES (18 USC 5037)
The United States Sentencing Guidelines do not apply in juveniles cases.
See U.S.S.G. 181.12 and United States u.

R.L.C., 503 U.S. 291 (1992). A district
court that finds a minor to be a juvenile
delinquent, has two options for sentence,
probation or commitment of the juvenile
to official detention. The death penalty
can never be given to a child, even if
transferred and found guilty as an adult,
if under the age of eighteen at the time
of the offense. See, 18 USC 3591(a)(l).
The sentence, or "dispositional hearing",
must be held within twenty days of the
finding of delinquency, unless the court
requests a presentence report or "further
study". See, 18 USC 5037(a).
The sentence, be it probation or detention, cannot extend beyond the juvenile's
twenty first birthday. If the sentence is
detention, the juvenile must be placed in
a juvenile facility or other suitable place.
At present, the Bureau of Prisons has
no adequate facilities for juveniles. Title
18 USC 5035 favors a foster home or
a community based facility near the juvenile's home, whenever that is possible.
The juvenile can never he put in contact
with adults who are detained pending
trial on criminal charges or who have
been convicted of a crime. Moreover,
every juvenile who is in custody "shall

be provided with adequate food, heat,
light, sanitary facilities, bedding, clothing, recreation, education, and medical
care, including necessary psychiatric, psychological, or other medical care and
treatment.

K SENTENCING BEFORE A MAGISTRATE JUDGE (18 USC 3401)
A juvenile has the option of waiving
h i d h e r right to try the case before a district court judge and to have hidher case
heard before a United States Magistrate
Judge. The advantage of doing so is that
the magistrate judge shall not impose a
tenn of imprisonment in such a case.
See, 18 USC 3401(g); United States v. Lobee
Garcia, 683 U.S. 1226 (9th Cir. 1982),
cert. denied, 459 U.S. 1174 (1983). dh
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Criminal Prosecution
of Environmental Laws The Fair Notice Doctrine
By David Gerger
I. Introduction
In the 1990s, criminal prosecution of
environmental laws increased 15 times
over the previous decade.' The EPA,
FBI, their state counterparts, and the
Department of Justice added hundreds of
new agents and prosecutors. This growth
in environmental prosecution was not
unique: other "white collar" areas grew
as well, such as prosecution of health
care fraud.
The result is the prosecution of his
torically civil areas involving courplex regulations and facts. These prosecutions
increasingly conflict with an age-old doctrine in criminal and Constitutional law:
that criminal liabiIity should attach only
for violating standards that are clear. If
a law is vague, or not clearly articulated,
or subject to several reasonable interpretations, then criminal prosecution is unfair
and gives excessive discretion to prosecutors.
This requirement - called the "clear
notice" or "fait notice" requirement
- should receive increasing attention
as prosecutions become more complex.
This article describes the fair notice doctrine, giving examples of cases that have
enforced it by blocking punitive civil and
criminal cases that violate it.

11: The Fair Notice Doctrine
A regulation that is vague or ambiguons or that fails to give "fair notice"
of its clear meaning cannot support a
criminal prosecution. Thus, when the
governmeht fails to give "fair notice" in
advance of -its interpretation of a vague
or ambiguous regulation, the government
cannot punish those who follow a different, reasonable interpretation for "violations" occurring before the government
made its interpretation clear.
T h e Ninth Circuit recently upheld the

"notice" principle in the criminal case
Unired Starer v. Apex'Oil Co. Apex Oil2 considered the federal regulation prohibiting
certain discharges of "oil" at sea. The
government prosecuted operators of oil
tankers who discharged "muck," or scrapi n g ~from the cleaning of the inside of
oil cargo tanks, on the theory that such
"muck" fell within the definition of "oil."
The court held that the definition of
. " was ambiguous and did not clearly
011
include all oil-containing substances, such
as the "muck" in issue. Thus, the court
dismissed the indictment, holding that
the regulation could not support a criminal prosecution.'
In civil cases, many courts have upheld
the fair notice doctrine against the government, as described below. Such cases
are relevant to criminal prosecutions: the
due process interests guarding against
unfair prosecution should be at least as.
strong in criminal cases as civil ones.
In Geneva1 Elechic Co. u. EPA,' the D. C.
Court of Appeals batred even a civil penalty for conduct violating EPA's interpretation of the Toxic Substances Control
Act ("TSCA"), because EPA's intelpretation was not "ascertainably certain" from
the regulation. General Electric involved
TSCA's requirement that facilities 'dispose" of certain solvents containing PCBs
by incineration. The company incinerated
the solvents but first distilled them to
recycle some of the dirty solvent, and
the EPA disapproved when it found out.
The court upheld the EPA's interpretation on the ground that it must "defer"
to agency interpretations unless they are
arbitrary or capricious or "plainly wrong."
However, it vacated the penalty charged,
because the regulation was ambiguous,
and the EPA had not given the company
fair notice in advance that its interpretation was wrong.
'C

Diamond Roofing Co. u. OSHRC,I similarly
held that OSHA's regulation requiring
railings on "open sided floors" was too
ambiguous to support a penalty for
unprotected "rooftops." The government
argued that safety and health regulations
should be "liberally construed" to further
the public interest in safety and health:
the Fifth Circuit held that those interests do not excuse compliance with due
process. Even in the important area of
public health, no penalty may be charged
when the regulation does nor actually
express its requirements with "ascertainable ce~tainty."~
Rollins Enuironmental Serwices, Inc. u. EPA7
is similarly on point. That case concerned the TSCA regulation governing
incineration of PCB containing solvenw:
The solvent [in question] may be
reused for decontamination until
~t contains 50 ppm PCB. The
solvent shall then be disposed
of as a PCB in accordance with
section 761.60(a).
40 C.F.R. section 761.79(a). Rollins reused
its solvent but it never reached a concentration of 50 ppm PCB, so Rollins
disposed of it in a nondesignated way.
When EPA imposed a fine, the court
held that the word "then" in the regulation was ambiguous concerning the c w erage of solvents containing less than
50 ppm PCB, that is, whether solvents
that do not reach a concentration of
50 ppm must be disposed of as a PCB.
Faced with this ambiguity, the Court
of Appeals set aside all penalties, .even
though it deferred to EPA's interpretation prospectively.
EPA's Benzene NESHAP regw
lation has also been held too ambigu
ous to support a civil penalty,.: much
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Less a atminal prosecution. Unmd Starer
u. Hoechst Cehnere Carp!
concerned section 61.110(~)(2)of the Benzene NESHAP,
which evempts h m the regulation facili.
ties that "are designed to use less than
1,000 MOn9 of benzene. Hoescht Cela.
nese recycled less than 1,000 mg of
benzene several times a year through
its factlity as a cooling and separating
agent. The facility "used up" or had to
replenish less than 1,000 mg of benzene
each year, but if each mybnE counted
as a "use," then the regulation applied.
Hoechst Celanese reported that it was
exempt from the regulation, and the EPA
dwagreed.
As in General Electric and Rollins, the
court deferred to EPKs inter pretation,
but only prospectively: the court vacated
any pen&es pre-dating the EPA's clarification of its interpretation, because the
regulation did not 'clearly" give advance
notice of the EPA's interpretation." In
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other words, no penalty can be tmposed
tf the company "had reason to beheve"
based on "the facts as they appear to
[the company,] not to the agency," that
its interpretation was accurate or if the
"plain language" of the regulation does
not provide "clear notice" of the government's interpretation."
Similar authoriues included United Sratec v. Tndent Seafoods
Corp." (reversing EPA civil fme for a
"continuous" or "daily" violation after Trident failed to notify EPA it was renovating a buildini containing asbestos: the
Asbestos NESHAP, requiring nouce "as
+early as possible" of such rennvatton, is
ambiguous regarding whether a fatlure e
a continuous or a single violation, so
only a single violatton may be charged);
United States u. Ryann (conviction fox "false
statement" reversed: question asking "Previous Address (last 5 years)* was ambiguous: one could have had more than
one address, or a mailing address as

opposed to a res~dence address); Unttcd
States u. Manapat l4 (affirming d~smissalof
indictment whtch charged defendant with
falsely stattng on government application answers to questions "Record of traffic conwtions" and "Record of other
convmons:" the questions were ambiguous because they ,appeared on a medical questionnaire and defendant could
have thought they related to medical condition); and United States v. Lightel6
(reversing perjury conviction: questions
aslnng what "you* did were ambiguous
because they failed to dwttnguish between
defendant m hts personal capacity and
defendant in his mstee capacity).
Untted States u. Race16 w also instructive.
In Race, the defendants had a gov ern.
ment contract that allowed a per dlem
travel allowance of $33 per day. The
gpvemment indicted the defendants for
claimmg the full $33 allowance even on
days when their employees spent less than

$33 on navel. During an audit of an ear-

US. 279, 290 (1982).
1324 (D.C. Cir. 1995)
528 F.2d 645 (5th Cir. 1976).
' 528 F.2d at 649; See &o Gores Sf Fer Co. v.
OSHRC, 190 F.2d 154 (D.C.Cir. 1986) (same:
vacating penalty where company interpreted a regulation requiring safety equipment in "areas where
employees might be trapped by smoke or gas" as
applying only to areas near an advancing tunnel
face, on the ground that OSHA had not given fair
warning of its contnry interpretation.).
931 F.2d 649, 6 y (D.C. Cir. 1991).
a 128 F.3d 216 (4t Cir. 1997).
A " M G stands far a "megagram" roughly equal
one ton.
to
N: Conclusion
Id, at 225.
In a world of complex regulations and 'I Id. at 22627; see also id. at 225 (penalty wid
motivated whistleblowers, prosecutions of even thoueh nothine "fore closes EPA's intermetacomplicated cases likely will increase. In tion," because "nothing mandates it." either).
this environment, the requirement of ' I 60 F.3d1~556 (9th Cir. 1995).
"clear notice" is an essential safeguard of ' 828 F,Zd 1010, 101511 (3d Cir. 1987).
928 F2d 1097, 1101 (11th Cir. 1991).
due process. 63
782 F.Zd 367 (2d Cir. 1986).
632 F.2d 1114. 1120 (4th Cir. 1980).
Endnotes
To determine whether a statement is true or
false, one must laok to the meaning intended by
' U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, EPA the p m who gave the answer, and not to the
Enforcement and Compliance Assurance Accom- interpretation. I~oweverreasonable, given it by govplishments Report:
1996 (1998).
ernment authorities. United States v Diogo, 320 F.2d
132 F.3d 1287 (9' Or. 1991).
898, 905 (Zd Cir. 1963) C'ln construing . . . state' Apex Oil also relied an thr "Rule of Lenity." ments [under section 100Il it is well established
This rule, which is related ra the fair notice doc- that we.must laok to the meaning intended by
trine, holds that in case of an ambiguous regula- the lddendanti themselves. rather than to the
r i m due process requires courts to resolve the
[government's1 interpretation."); see United Stater
ambiguity in f m r of the accused and against the u. Bell, 623 F.2d 1132, 1136.37 (5th Cir 1980)
government. United States v. Grandemon 114 S.Ct. (reversmg and directing the lower court to enter a
1259. 1267 (1994); United States v. Batchelder, 442 judgment of acquittal because the defendant's interU.S. 114 (1979); Williams v. United States. 458 pretation of the ambiguous question was reason-

lier contract, the defendants advised the
government's auditor that their interpretation of the contract allowed them to
charge the $33 per diem rate irrespective
of what they paid their employees. The
government did not tell the defendanw
that their interpretation was wrong. The
Court held that a reasonable interpretation should not be a criminal false statement!'

' 53 F.3d

'

"

"

able and, therefore, not a false statement); Lange,
528 F.2d at 1286.87 (finding it doubtful that the
government proved that the defendant's answers
were false); see also William u. United Stam, 458
US. 279, 286 (1982) (rejecting the government's
"plausible" view that 18 U.S.C. section 1014 was
violated by depositing checks that were nor sup
potted by sufficient funds).
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E3d 396 (5th Cir. 1996)
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Considerations
in Roving Stop Cases
by Philip J. Lynch

S

t.

ince the Supreme Court has allowed
police m stop and search whomever
they please on the roads without
h a v q to demonsaate d rob able cause,
considetations in roving stop cases have
become inereasinply important.
"We would have thought it obvious
that citixens may leave then state or
county without having their purposes
cpestioned.'' U n d Starer u. L o r n 564
F.2d 710, 713 (5th Cir. 1977) (Goldberg,
J,). Yet, almost from the time Judge Gold,
berg stated this modest proposition, it
has been under attack At any supprw
sion hearing in federal court, you could
expect to hear a Border Patrol agent t w
tify that his suspicions were aroused by
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the fact that he did not recognize the
car as "local" or by the fact that he did
not believe, based on the city m which
the car was licensed, that the driver was
"takmg the most direct route" to his destination. Courts routinely validated such
statements by including them in orders
denying motions to suppress.
The border region seemed destined to
bemme a deconsti~tionalizedwne dedicated to the wars on drugs and immigrants.
The past year, however, brought welcom
news that the law has not abandoned
the border. Five times since July 1998,
the Fifth Circuit has reversed denials of
motions to suppress in mving stop cases.

United States v. Loper-Valder, No. 97-50949,
199b WL 350627 (5th Cir. Jun. 1,
1999); LhrrtedStatesw.Mmeno-Chapann,
F.3d._, No. 97-50641, 1998 WL1073923
(5th Cir. 1998) (on rehearing); Unrted
States v RodnpuepRwas, 151 F.3d 377 (5th
CII. 1998); Unlted States u. Jones, 149 F.3d
364 (5th Cir. 1998); and United Stater u.
M t h , 146 F.3d 274 (5th Crr. 1998). All
but Mtlk, came from the border region.
Abruptly halting the enwuragng trend,
the Fifth Circuit issued a lengthy opinion that affirmed a mutine stop and
took care to distinguish away all of the
summer's opinions. Un~tedStater w. VIUDIGbor, 161 F.3d 285 (5th Cir. 1998). In February 1999, the poruon of the MorenoChaparto opinion that questioned the
application of the good-faith excepnon to
roving patrol stops was removed. Shody
thereafter, the Court issued an opinion
affirming a roving patrol stop and indulging, to a disturbing degree, the arresting
agent's speculations, even though these
speculations were contrary to the objective records maintained by the Texas
Department of Pubhc Safety. Lhted States
u Aldaco, 168 F.3d 148 (5th Cir. 1999).
Thus, the most realistic and reliable use
of the recent Fourth Amendment opnions may be as leverage m obtain a
bemr plea agreement from prosecutors
g i m pause by the recent opm~ons.
However the opinions may also fortify
your chances of success on a motion to
suppress. The opinions prwide insight

--

into the type of record that is needed test is that suspicion does not arise that the action of the officer was not
to prevail on a suppression motion. No simply because the agent articulates a reasonable. Because of the number of
firm rules can be discerned because each number of facts. The facts, however stops we know of, because we know that
stop turns on its particukr facts. Some- plent~fd,must reasonably lead to a sus. most stops never even get to court, and
rimes, as in Lopez-Valdez, victory may plcion of crnmmal act~ity.Do not let because we value the Fourth Amendment.
depend as much on what the agent does the prosecutor make a n argument that, we defense lawyers have a tendency to
not say, as on what you do. Capitalizing because the agent articulated several overstate our case. Beware. It is not useful
on omissions in the agent's testimony is, facts, the court should uphold the stop. to make the agent the poster child for the
however, simply another way to show Point out that Jones and Mmeno teach approaching police state. Instead, expose
the court why the facts do not support a us that plentiful facts, by themselves, do h ~ speculation,and
s
conclus~on-jumpmgreareasonable belief that the person stopped not reasonably suppori an mference of sonably. This keeps the court focused on
was involved in criminal activity. Keeping criminal activity.
the reasonableness of your positton and
some of the following things in mind
the unreasonableness of the agents. If
Suspicion must be particularized.
may help you in your next motion to
you attack the agent too directly or too
suppress.
Reasonable suspicion must be indivldu- strongly, you may alienate the court.
The opinions rely on well-established alized. Of the eight factors identrfied in
All of the recent cases in whtch the
law. The most important thing about Bngnon>Ponce, five are present in every Fifth Circuit reversed the denial of a
the recent cases may be the Fifth Cir- stop that occurs in the border region. motion to suppress pmvide examples of
cuit's refusal to accede to bald asser- Those five are; (1) proximity to the questionable assertions offered by the
ttons that innocent
actlons were suspiclous. For instance,
In Jones the Court
rejected the Idea
that Jones was susp ~ c ~ o ubecause
s
he
looked like a tourThe American Civil Liberties Union's report on racial profiling on
IS. In Moreno, the
Court relected the
our nations highways, "Driving While Blacki', suggests that the war
idea that driving a
on drugs has eroded the constitutional rights of minorities. "DWB"
p~ckuptruck along
US. H~ghway67 at
violates the Fourth Amendment's protection from detainment and
2:00 P.M. was susplsearches without probable case.
cious. In Lnpez-Val
dez, the Court held
that the mere prep
For more information contact the ACLU at
ence of several vip
lble passengers in
2 121 944-9800 or
a car near the
border does not
www.aclu.org
provide reasonable

"Driving While Black"

suspicion.

Reasonable susplclon of cr~minal
acnvq requlres that the observed facts
lead to a reasonable inference of Illegal
behavior. See, Unrted Stater v. Bngnonz-Ponce,
422 US. 873 (1975). The focus of your
argument should therefore always be on
why the articulated fact does not reasonably lead to the asserted conclusion.
Focusing on the reasonable-inference
test grounds your argument m well-esrablished-if not always well-remembered or
wellapplied-law and reduces the chance
that the court will defer to the agent
because you haw not explained why the
agent's facts are insufficient.
Quantity is not Quality.
A cotollary of the reasouable-inference

bordeq2 (2) the traffic patterns on the
road; (3) recent crossings or seixures; (4)
the characteristics of the area; and (5)
the agent's experience. These factors will
apply equally to every person on the
road on whch the stop occnrs. While
these factors obviously may be considered, they give little, if any, reason to
:uspect that any parncular user of the
road is engaged in criminal activ~ty.You
need to keep the court focused on the
kck of facts specific to your client, not
on the general facts regarding the road
or past seizures on the road.
Questionable assemons must be challenged. The key to winning a monon
to suppress is to convince the court

agents. Some of these recur frequently.
Among the recurring themes are.
'It was suspicious that a man
was driving a car regmered to a woman.
Men often drive their wife's and\or g~rlfr~end's car. See, Moreno-Choparm, 1998
WL1073923 at -2.
*The car was suspic~ousbecause it
was not registered locally or because 1 did
not recognize it. Nonlocal does not mean
criminal. Cars are designed to be moblle.
Lopez, 564 F.2d at 713. Develop a record
(though evidence or cross- examination
or both) about the local towns and attractions, such as parks and recreation areas.
Most agents wdl acknowledge that people
often navel to VISU relatives or to conduct
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of the people are of Hispanic descent.
Few agents will deny this. Some will play
dumb, stating they have no idea whether
On September 13, US District Judge James Carr in Toledo, Ohio
the area's population is predominantly
composed of people of Hispanic descent.
ruled thet state troopers can ask motorists about their immigsation
If an agent d o e s this, you can force him
status and seize their immigration documents if they have reason
to acknowledge that he did not have
sufficient information about the area's
to believe the papers are counterfeit. The case was filed by nine
population to make a reasonable inference from what he observed. It is also
Latino motorists and the Fann Labor Organizing Committee.
useful to have the census figures for the
counties around the area in which the
On May 13, the Ninth Circuit ruled that Border Patrol agents
stop occurred.
He kept glancing in the rearview
can consider ethnicity among other factors when they make
mirror. This is another Border Patrol
favorite. Distance and window tint are
trafficstops. The Court stated that rmoiding a checkpoint wasn't
key factors here. Some agenn will even
enough to justify the stop, but ethnic origin and the agent's prior
admit to tailgating. See, Jones, 149 F.3d
at 366 n.2.
experience were valid reasons.
In argument, point out to the judge
that you only need to roll your eyes up
John Conyers has introduced HR 1443, the Traffic Stops
to see into your rearview mirror, and
that even a trained agent would not be
Statistics Study Act, which caUs for comprehensive data on all
able to see through tinted windows toreflected in the mirror, your client's eyes
routine trafficstops. Since the City of Houston began collecting
roll upward. Don't ask this as a question:
data on Aug. 11, 1999, officerswrote 40,000 less tickets than
the agent will say the client moved his
entire head.
during the same two two month period in 1998.
If the agent says that the client was
obviously watching him, hecausehis head
moved or ~ m e d argue
,
that it is norn~al
business in border towns. If they deny has little application to roving patrols; to watch an oncoming law enforcement
the point of a roving patrol is that it vehicle, which might
this,they look unreasonably.
. turn on its l i ~ h t sat
If the agent states that he suspected a n is mobile and unpredictable. But see, any second. See, Moreno-Chaparro, 1998
immigration violation and the stopped ALlaco, 168 F.3d (shift change relevant WL1073923 at 7 ; United States u. Diaz,
car was registered to an address away when defendant drove by 75 minutes 977 F.2d at 165.
An alternative narrative can carry the
from the border, point out to the judge before shift change, and the agent he
day. It's the Government's burden to jus
that a car registered in San Antonio or passed was on roving patrol).
.I do not know if there are a tify the stop, but that burden becomes
Lubbock or any town away from the
border cannot reasonably suggest that the lot of Hispanic people in that area. The more difficult for the Government to
car's sole occupant is an illegal alien client's appearance is a factor to be con- meet if you offer a plausible alternative
sidered, but in the border area many narrative. Jones is an outstanding examsneakina into the country.
ple of that principle. Defense counsel
;He did nor look Like a tourist.
Define what a tourist looks like. But see
Jones, 149 F.3d at 369 (agent testified
that Jones looked suspicious because he
did look like a tourist).
- H e was driving a pickup. Of
course he was, this is Texas. The bestselling vehicle in the country for the past
16 years has been the Ford F-Series truck.
In 1997, the second best-selling vehicle
was the Chevrolet
pickup. Four of
the ten best-selling vehicles were pickup
trucks.
It was shift change. In Border
Patrol land, it is always shift change.
The reasoning behind this factor is that
smugglers will try to sneak past a fixed
checkpoint while the agenn are changing
shifts. Maybe so. Shift change, however,

New Jersey reported that

77?/o of those stopped on its highways
were black or Hispanic

even though only 13.5% of the drivers
were black or Hispanic
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offered a plausible theo~y-com~lete
with
evidence- about where the mud on the
truck came from.
Evidence is nice, but in the usual case,
you may have little or none to offer.
You do not need evidence, however; you
just need to offer an innocent explanation and explain why your innocent inferences are rational and obvious. Keep it
simple; the agent with his convoluted law
enforcement locutions and secret signs of
criminality will not. Cite Occam's razor
for time-tested precedent.

explain why good-faith does not apply.
The short answer is that (1) all the goodfaith cases have involved objective, external authorization; (2) no such authorization exists in a roving stop case because
the only facts are the agent's observations, which have already been found
not to support the stop objectively; and
(3) application of the good-faith excep
tion would defeat the policy behind the
exclusionary rule which is to make officers think before they act and to deter
seizures that are not objectively reasonable.
The Fifth Circuit's recent opinions are
a heartening reminder that the reasonableness language in the Fourth Amendment was meant to protect the righu
of the people, not the prerogatives of
law enforcement. We can hope that the
opinions represent a trend away from
the rule of law enforcement back to the
rule that agents are public servants, not
public controllers. dp

Good Faith is out of place.
In Morenc-Chapawo, we obtained a very
favorable opinion regarding the applicability of the good-faith exception to roving
border patrol stops. That opinion was
amply supported by case law, the purpose of the exclusionary rule, and the
policy considerations underlying the goodfaith exception. That opinion is also history. Good faith is the battle of the
future and the outcome may determine
whether the Fourth Amendment survives.
The Fifth Circuit judges appear to be
Endnotes
deeply divided about the application of I Jones, Moreno, Rodriguez, and United States v.
the good-faith exception to roving stops. Nichols. 142 F.3d 857 (5th Cir. 1998) all state
See, e.g. Laper-Valdex, 1999 WL 350627 a 50-mile rule; that is, that if the stop accurs
at *6 n.6. (carefully avoiding broad state- mare than 50 miles from the border, it will be
ment about good faith); RodripuecRiuar, scrutinized with particular care because there is
151 F.3d 383-84 (Jones, J., dissenting) lit& reason to beliew the car had crossed the
-(chiding Government for failing to assert border. The problem with the 50mile rule is that
good faith).
those who live near the border liw under a doud
The Government may be asserting of near-reasonable suspicion at all times.
good faith from now on. Perhaos in
every stop case. You must be able to
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THE FOLLOWlNG ARE SYMOP3E!S OF OPlNlONS OF THE
APPEALS COURTS

W W .

SIGNIPIOANTD B ~ I S I O NREPORT
S
WAS I1EPORTED BY

under Rule 612(b) to show bias and
denee was -ble
motive, and beeause AppelIanr made no M e r objection, Us
compkint on appeal does not comport with his trial objection,
and was therefore waived.

Cynthia L. Hampton, Editor
Mike Charlton, &istad Editor
W EINVITE AU. COMMEiWS AND CONSlUUCTIVe Cl(iTlCISM
FRoM OURMEMiWiS NVOlCE W E A S . &EM
E-haamwur WANNJO~NSON:

djohrson@tcdla.com

Court of Criminal Appeals

Opinion on State's Motion tsr Reheacin&i

OBIECTLON BB8ED ON TRE 608(b) DUD NOT paEsERVE
Z ERRORBA$D ONTRE612rALONZO~XON%State,&a.
' 021-98 & 02296, Appellant's PDR fram T m t Countyj
Sentence:
Affiwed, 9/15/99; Offem Incest & AggS&ltj
25(2) & 45 p; COA Atfiimkd: 995//898 - Fc, Warth
1991); Opinion: McCormick, joined by Mansfid, Keler, Hol-

APPELLANT ENTITLED TO INrnUCflON ON MImm
OF FACT DEFEWSEr MARKEITH TYRONE GRANGER w
No, 1651.98, from Dallas Counp Reversad, 9/29/99;
Offense: Murder! Sentence 55 prs; COA Affirmed RIP
Dallas 1998); OpUan: Meyem, joined by Mansfield, Price, Hol.
land, Worn& Johnson & Keasles M&cnnick concne w/o
opinion; KeUer eoncum w/note.
Appellant and his friend Jerome &or into a car parked on
in front of nigbdub, killing the vicm who was
the
sicring instde. In a written gtatement Appellant mid he thought
he was shooting inta an unoccupied vehicle, Appellant objected
to the rharge for f a i i to include an instruction on miscake
of fact, which was raised by the wdtten sratement. COA
affirmed, hokding that the defensc of mltrake of fact was nor
raised because Appellant failed to present any evidence that
his miataken belief was monable, thus he was not entitled
to the instruction. PDR was granted to determine whether the
'kasonahleness" of the mistaken belief is a preliminary question
far the judge so that he may decide whecher the defense ww
raised, or wh&
reasonableaesq is a fact issue that shoutd
be left to the juty.
Held: JNhether Aaoellant's misraken belief was reasonable SQ
as t o c o r n o o ~ ~ ~ e n t s o f T P C A 8shouldhave
.03
been
left to the i u n to
~ d d e ag arier of fact. Bv f+failioP to the the
State,

-

land, Womack Fa Keasleri Concurring Opinion: Priee, joined
by Mqrers & J~fmson.
CCA handed down an opinion on December 16, 1998,
reversing the conviction because defense witmas Pelfrey was
irnpmperly questioned regarding his 2 pending felony indict.
menu in the 'same court. (See summay in December 18,
1998 hue.) The issue was whether Appelknt had preserved
609 instead a
error by objecting on the basis of TRE M)8
of TRE 612. Rule 608(b)
impeachment by specific t d t ~ t dedde
a
this issue. In so holding, CCA sees no r-eamn
acts of misconduct, except prior wavictions under Rule 609. to depart from its precedent, which holds the defendant is
The State had argued thar Rule 612 (allowing immcbm'ent entitled to an immrction on a defensiw issue whether the
based on brm and moth) "rtnmped" Rules 608 & 609, and evidence raised to support it is weak, mug, unimpeached
P e h y had only been indiaed, mt convicted. CCA rejected or contradicted, and regardless of what the trtal conit
the State's argument and remanded the cause to COA for a think about its credibility. Appellant's statement raised rhe
defense, d q COA erred in denying Appellant's request for an
harmless emor analysis.
Heldi after ouotine v e r b a b more than two waxes frotn a instruettoa Case is remanded to COA so that it may conduct
"letter amicus brtef'' filed bv Cathleen Herarimchnk (in&nue of Ahnanm-harm analysis.
h e r%
d ce e
pmaos~tlonon o&
submissionL CCA determines that Amel- NO l U W T TO SBPARATE PUNI8HdENT HEAX3INO IN
L a n t f a i l e d m r . He objected to the evidence only PROBATlON RBVOCA~Oh' PROCEEDIN&
THlRY
on the basis of Rule 608(b). The rrial court mled the evi- WATE HARDBMAN v. State, No. 1949-98, &om H a d

..
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County; Affirmed, 9/15/99; Offense: POCS less than 28
gms; (2 prior convictions); Sentence: Life (probation revocation); COA: NP (Houston - 14th); Opinion: Keasler
(unanimous)Appellant pled guilty, stipulated to 2 priors, and
was placed on deferred. After finding he used cocaine and
failed to pay probation fines, the trial court adjudicated him
guilty and assessed a life sentence. COA affirmed,
Held: ADDeIlant was not entitled to a setlarate ~unishmenttrial
because he did not obiect when the trial court adiudicated him
guilty and ~roceededto Drononncement of sentence. Instead, he
raised the issue in a motion for new trial, which under
Issa, 826//159 (CCA 199Z), is too late. Appellant had the
opportunity to object (which is all Issa requires) but did not,
so this claim was not preserved. CCA also rejects Appellant's
claim that counsel was ineffective for failing to object, because
under Issa, he has no absolute right to a separate punishment hearing, but only the opportunity to present evidence
in mitigation of guilt, if not afforded during adjudication.
Appellant did present such evidence during adjudication, so
he cannot show counsel was ineffective by failing to obiect,
or harm arising therefrom. Finally, CCA agrees that Appellant waived a complaint that COA erred when it failed to
address sufficiency of enhancement paragraphs because Appellant should have raised this claim on appeal after the trial
court imposed the original deferred adjudication, not after he
had heen adjudicated guilty.
NO JURY MISCONDUCT WHEN JUROR ANSWERED
FALSELY ON QUESTIONNAIRE: JOHNNY GONZALES v.
State, Nos. 0784/785/786/787-98, from Swisher County;
Affirmed, 9/15/99; Offense/Sentence not in opinion; COA:
Affirmed (966//804 - Amarillo 1998); Opinion: Meyers, joined
by Price, Holland, Womack, Johnson & Keasler; Concurring
opinion: McCormick; Keller concurred w/o opinion; Mansfield
did not participate.
A jury questionnaire asked whether anyone had ever been
the "accused, complainant, or witness in a criminal case."
Prospective juror Sanders checked the "no" box, and served
on the jury. Defense counsel later found out that Sanders was
in fact a complainant in a case filed and pending in Potter
County. In a hearing held on his motion for new trial, Sanders said she checked "no" because the case had not gone
to trial, and she had misunderstood the question. COA held
that reversal was not required because neither party asked any
questions during voir dire on that issue, and so there was
no affirmative showing that Sanders either made any false
representations or kept silent during voir dire. In this case of
first impression, Appellant argues that COA erred in failing to
find juror misconduct where a juror made a false statement
on her questionnaire on which Appellant had relied, depriying
him of the intelligent exercise of his peremptories.
Held: Because counsel did not follow UD on the written auestionnaire with more snecific anestionine durlne voir dire. COA
was correct to conclude that Sanders did not withhold information. Counset should have asked follow-up oral questions, and
because he did not, and simply relied on the written questionnaires to supply information, he was not diligent.
BRABSON REAFFIRMED - NO COLLATERAL ESTOPPEL
FOR D m R : CALVIN JOSEPH REYNOLDS v. State, No.
897-98, from Harris County; Affirmed, 9/15/99; Offense: DWI;

COA: Affirmed (967//493 - Houston [kt] 1998); Opinion:
McCormick, joined by Mansfield, Keller, Holland, Womack &
Keasler; Dissent: Meyers, joined by Johnson & Price; Dissent:
Price
This PDR was granted so that CCA could revisit its Brabson,
976//182 (CCA1998), decision from last term, as well as the
various opinions dissenting to.denia1 of rehearing. COA panel
issued three separate opinions, one a dissent. The issue was
whether the Harris County DA was collaterally estopped from
litigating at a motion to suppress hearing in this DWI prosecution the issue of reasonable suspicion, which was resolved
against DPS in an adminisnative hearing to revoke Appellant's
drivers license for his refusal to take the breath test. Several
pages are devoted to defending Brabson's "parties" theory,
explaining why it is in fact a majority opinion, and adopting
Womack's (2judge) concurring opinion grounded on "privity."
Hel& After a lenethv discussion of collateral eSt0DDel. double
jeo~ardvnrinci~les. the COA's o ~ i n i o m(~articularlvTustice
Cohen's dissent) as well as Brabson. Armilar. 947//257 (CCA 1 9 9 a
and others, CCA reaffirms its decision that DPS and the DA are
not the same ~ a r t i e s(i.e., "the State") for ~ u r ~ o s of
e scollateral
e s t o ~ ~ eMoreover,
l.
no federal constitutional principles are
implicated because this case involves an administrative hearing,
not a successive prosecution or a multiple prosecution. An
ALP. proceeding is not "essentially criminal" so as to qualify
as a "criminal prosecution." A finding by an administrative
judge that there existed no "reasonable suspicion or probable
cause to stop or arrest the person" does not amount to an
"acquittal" or a finding that Appellant did not commit DWI.
Everyone is urged to read Judge Price's dissent. To give the
reader a sample of its flavor:
The sheer volume of "reasons" that have been given to
justify Brabson's "parties theory" is itself evidence enough
of the illogic of that "theory." To borrow a phrase
from Shakespeare, the majority doth protest too much,
methinks. Illogic similarly permeates other portions of
today's majority opinion, working in conjunction with a
fractured StNcNre and writing style to make the opinion
virtually incoherent.
Opinion on Appellee's PDR:
STATEMENT TO DHS WORKER HELD VOLUNTARY
USING DE NOVO REVIEW, AND NENNO OVERRULEDI
GABRIELA TERRAZAS V. State, No. 1191-98, from El Paso
County (State's appeal); Affirmed, 9/15/99; Offense: Tampering w/a gov't record (welfare fraud); Trial Court disposition:
Motion to Suppress granted; COA: Reversed & remanded
(970//157 - El Paso 1998); Opinion: McCormick, joined by
Mansfield, Keller, Holland & Keasler; Dissent: Price, joined by
Meyers & Johnson; Dissent: Womack, joined by Johnson.
Appellee's written statement given to a DHS investigator was
suppressed after the trial court found it was involuntarily made,
and the State appealed. COA reversed, holding there was no
reasonable view of the record that supported the nial court's
granting of the motion to suppress. Appellee argues that the
COA erred in failing to give due deference to the trial court's
findings. Appellee was prosecuted for failing to report to DHS
that her children were not residing with her for part of the
time she was receiving public assistance. In the hearing *on the
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- Corpus Christi, 1998); Opinion: Price,
joined by McCormick, Meyers, Keller, Holland, Womack, Johnson & Keasler; Dissenting note: Mansfield.
The State struck six of the seven African-Americans on the
venire. In a Batson hearing, the State provided reasons for the
strikes, including the reason for striking prospective juror Allen.
The trial court found the reasons were race neutral, but on
appeal, COA reversed after finding that the reason given for
striking Allen was erroneous, and not race-neutral. The State's
PDR asserts that the trial court's ruling was not clearly errone.
ous because the prosecutor's explanation was just an "honest
mistake."
Held: CCA decides that it need not even address this auestioq
because, althoueh A~oellantmet the burden or ~roductionregardins his Batson challenee at trial, he failed to meet his burden of
persuasion at trial. CCA relies on Purklett v. Elem, 115 S.Ct.
1769 (1995), which instructs how to make a Batson claim:
(1) the opponent of a peremptory challenge must make out
a prima facie case of racial discrimination (burden of production); which (2) shifts the burden to the proponent to respond
with a race-neutral explanation; and (3) the trial court must
decide whether the opponent of the strike has proved purposeful racial discrimination (burden of persuasion). CCA's precedent also requires the defendant to convince the trial court
that the State's reasons were not race-neutral. Here, Appellant
never cross-examined the prosecutor about the erroneous expla.
nation or offered any evidence to rebut the State's claim; thus
its reason for striking Allen was uncontradicted and facially
plausible. Because an incorrect reason is not equal to a racially
motivated strike, COA erred in reversing.
& Remanded (NP

JUROR QUALIFICATIONS WAIVED WHEN NO OBJEC
TION RAISED: JOE E. MAYOv. State, Nos. 1010/1011-98, from
Tarrant County; Reversed, 9/17/99; Offense: Agg.Sex.Asslt &
Indecency; Sentence: life & 20 yrs; COA: Reversed (971//464
- Ft. Worth, 1998); Opinion:' Per Curiam (unanimom)
At a hearing on Appellant's motion for new trial, evidence
was presented that one of the jurors did not live in Tarrant
County. COA reversed, holding the juror was disqualified under
Tex.Gov't Code, 5 62.102(1), and held that Appellant's failure
to challenge him for cause waived the error. COA acknowledged Tex.Code Crim.Proc., Art. 35.16(a), which requires an
objection to be raised when a venireman is unfit to serve, or
error is waived. The State's and SPA'S PDRs were granted to
resolve this question.
Held: Harmonizine the tyo statutes, CCA holds the reanire
ment that a iuror be a county citizen is not an absolute reauire
ment that cannot be waived. Because Art. 35.16 provides for
waiver of certain qualifications in criminal cases, those qualifications found in Tex. Gw't Code 5 62.102 which are also
contained in Arc. 35.16 a r e waivable under 35.16. Any other
construction of 5 62.102 would fail to give effect to Art.
35.16.

NO ERROR WHEN TRIAL PROCEEDS ON DUPLICATE
INDICTMENT: JORGE SALINAS CARFULLO v. State, No.
1389-98, from Harris County; Reversed, 9/17/99; Offense &
Sentence not in opinion; COA: Reversed (962//719 - Houston 114thl 1998); Opinion: Meyers (unanimous)
Prior to trial, Appellant objected because the original indictment was not present in the trial court's file. After a hearing,
the trial court allowed the State to proceed on a "duplicate
NO REASONABLE DOUBT INSTRUCTION REQUIRED AT original" marked "State's copyn which was read into the record.
PENALTY PHASE: DOUGLAS ELWOOD FIELDS V. State, No. The duplicate was never filed in the record at trial. Appellant
792-98, from Bexar County; Reversed, 9/15/99; Offense: moved for a new trial alleging noncompliance with Tex.Code
Crim.Proc. Art. 21.25, which sets forth the procedure' for
Agg.Rob.; Sentence: (not in opinion); COA Reversed (966//736
replacing a lost or missing indictment. COA held that if
- San Antonio 1998); Opinion: Johnson (unanimous)
During the punishment phase, the State introduced evidence the indictment was lost before trial, the trial court does 'not
of an unadjudicated extraneous robbery, and the trial court obtain jurisdiction over the person or subject matter without
instructed the jury it must find he committed said offense a substitution or presentment of a new one by the piand
beyond a reasonable doubt. No definition of reasonable doubt jury. COA further held that failure to comply with Art. 21.25
was given in the punishment charge, and Appellant made no divested the trial court of jurisdiction.
Held: Uoon oresentment of the indictment iurisdiction vests,
objection. COA, relying on Geesa, 820//154 (CCA 1991) and
Tex.Code Crim.Proc. 37.07, a?! 3(a) & (b), agreed with Appel- and nothine in the constitution or statutes sueeests that continlant that the trial court erred in failing to define reasonable ued oresence of the indictment in the file or courtroom is n&es
doubt in the punishment charge because such a definition is saw in order to maintain alreadv vested jurisdiction. C C A dis
required wheniver the state has relied on evidence of extrane- cusses 101- yr-old Burrage, 44 S.W.169 (CCA 1898), which held
ous offenses. COA in addition, found the error harmful, and that a proper substitution uider the predecessor to Art. 21.25
reversed and remanded for a new sentencing hearing. The was required, and the order of substitution was juri~dicti~nal.~
DA and SPA both filed PDRs complaining that no reasonable In 1985, Tex.Const. art. V, 5 12, was amended to provide that
doubt definition is required at punishment.
presentment of an indictment invests the court with jurisdicHeld: Neither Geesa art. 37.07 reanire that a reasonable doubt tion over the cause. The amendment targeted the bod; of
instruction be eiven at the ~unishment~hase.absent a reauest. case law, including Burrage, which held defects in a charging
The Geesa instruction applies only at guildinnocence, and is insttument rendered the trial court without jurisdiction.: Burnot constirutionally mandated. At punishment, the defendant rage and its progeny are overruled.
has already been found guilty beyond a reasonable doubt.
When the State introduces extraneous bad acts at punishment, Habeas corpus (nondeath penalty):
art. 37.07 requires that the fact-finder use the evidence after
finding beyond a reasonable doubt that the defendant com- STA'I'E MAY USE [JNKEVOKED DWI 1'1lOIIATION TO
mitted them. Once this requirement is met, the evidence is ENHANCE TO FELONY STATUS: EX PAKIT ElllNEO SER.
used for assessing punishment, thus it serves a very different RATO, No. 73,206, from Bexar County; Relief Demied,
9/29/99; Offense: DWI (felony); Sentence: 5 yrs; Opmion: Per
purpose from evidence presented at guilt/innocence.
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Curiam (unanimous)
Appellant had two prior DWl's m 1993 and one in 1990
which were not final convicuons because he had successfully
served and discharged h s probauons for each. He contends
that non-fmal convictions could not be used to raise a subsequent DWI to a felony. The writ was filed and set to
determine whether a ~robatedsentence under the former DWI
statute can be used to enhance under the c u ~ statute,
t
Penal Code 5 49.09.
Held; A orobated DWI conviction which occurred after Tanm

.

DOCTRINE OF INVITED ERROR EXPLAINED; POWELL
OVERRULED: JOSEPH ANDREW PRYTASH, No. 72,572,
from Ha& Counry; Affiimed, 9/15/991 Opinion: Womack,
joined by McCormick, Mansfield, KeUer & Keaslerj Concurring
Opirnon: Kellerj Dissent: Holland, joined by Meyers & Price;
Dissent: Johnson
Facts: Appellant was hued by Robert Fratta to kill Fratta's
wife. Appellant in turn htred Howard Guidry to do the deed,
provided Guidry with a gun, and transported him to the Fratta
house where the murder was committed. Appellant does not
T challenge sufficiency of the evidence.
toenbanceasentence.5 49.09(d) provides that a conviction
Punishment Charge: Appellant was charged and convlcred
under the statute that occurs on or after September 1, 1994 under the law of parnes because Guidq was actually the
is a final convichon, whether the sentence was imposed or person who engaged in the conduct of murder. In a parties
probated. The former DWI statute also states that a conviction case, the trial court is requtred to give a charge at pumshment
for an offense that occurs on or after January 1, 1984 is (special issue #2, the "antrparties" charge) requirtng the jury
a final convictton, whether or not probared. The legislature, to determme "whether the defendant actually caused the death
in reenacting the proviston in the current version, the legisla- . . . or did not actually cause the death . . but rntended
ture again ~rovided for the enhancement. By mcorporaung to kill the deceased or another or anticipated that a human
the prtor DWI statute, the legislature declated its intent to life would be taken." Appellant argued to the ma1 court that
continue m allow ~robated DWI convictious to be used for the tssue was unconstitutional, and was allowed to waive it.
enhancement if the offense occurred after January 1, 1984.
Although the trial court did not fine the issue unconstitutional,
he did agree not to give it, and also forbade the State from
8LJBSEQUENT WRIT ALLEGING PREVIOUSLY UNAVAIL voir dixing on it. Appellant now asserts it was e m for the
ABLE CLAIM DISMISSED AS ABUSE$EX PARTE ROY LEE court to not submit the Issue to the jury, and to accept the
FONTENOT, No. 73,185, from Harris County; Disposition: verdict wtthout an answer to the special issue. Appellant relies
Dismis~edas Abuse of Writ, 9/15/99; Offense: AggRob.; Sen- on Powell, 897//307 (CCA 1994), wh~chinvolved a request
tence: Lfe; Opinion: Per Curiam, Concurring Note: Mansfield: for a special issue m effect at the tune of ma1 but not when
Dissent: Johnson; Dissent w/o opinion: Womack
the offense was committed. In the instant case, Appellant's
Appltcant was convicted tn 1985, and the conviction was claim is precluded by the doctrine of "invited error," which
affirmed in 1986. Fontenot, 704//126 (Houston [lst] 1986, no is different from waiver, and more akin to collateral estoppel
pet.) Applicant asserts he was denied the oppor~nityto file a - a party is estopped from making an appellate error of an
pro se PDR because his appellate lawyer failed to timely advise action it induced. CCA ultimately concludes that Powell was
him of this right. Counsel filed an affidavit stamg that he wrongly decided, and it is therefore, overruled
was quite certain he did not tell Applicant thar he could fde
Heldi "Justas we should not have oermitted Powell to com~lain
a pro se PDR. The rrial court made a findlng that facts stated of the trial court's submi& a i n n charee as he reauested. we
in the affidavit were true, but made no condusions of law. will not oermit this amelland to c o m ~ k i o
nf the trial court's deletThis is Apphcant's second 11.07 writ. His first was filed in
1992. Applicant argues that his writ should not be dismissed
Concurring opinion: Keller points out that if a special issue
under 11.07 5 4 (subsequent wnt) because at the time he filed is omitted from the charge, the error is subject to harmless
the pttor wnt, there was no legal basis for the claim, citing error analysis.
Ex Parte Jarrett, 891//935 (CCA 1994) and Ex Parte Wilson,
Ihsents: Holland homed by Meyers & Price) agrees that
956//25 (CCA 1997).
Appellant *invited1' the error of not submimng the soqalled
Heldr $
anti-parties special issue, but she can't condone ignoring the
$
fact that without a jury finding on the "anti-parties" special
tive for failine. to advise him of hi rieht to file a o m se P D R Art. issue, the jury's verdict on punishment was incomplete and
11.07. # 4 reanires that his subsequent a ~ ~ l i c a t i oben dismissed as thus, the trial court had no authonty to assess the death
ofex.Code Crim.Proc. Art. 26.04, amended penalty. Johnson makes similar complaints, hut also expresses
m 1987, requires appointed counsel to represent an mdqent horror that the majority's estoppevwaiver theory is based on
defendant until appeals are exhausted. Ex Parte Axel 757//369
a 90yr-old opmion thar itself was based on civil cases. She
(CCA 1988) requires appointed trtal counsel to consult k t h also points out that the State parucrpated in the "invited error"
and advise hls chent of his right to appeal, etc. In a footnote and so is equally culpable.
in Ex Parte Ayala, 633//526 (CCA 1982), e C A stated that a
due process violation mtght arise from an appointed appellate
COURTS OF APPEAL
counsel's failure to advise his client that he could file a pro se
PDR. Hts contenaon could have been reasonahly formulated Hines v. State, 06-9800283-CR (Texarkana), 8/30/99.
under the Ayah and Axel deusions and the revised language Sanders v, State, Nos. 03-9800481-CR & 03-9800482CR
of Article 26.04(a).
(Austin), 9/10/99
In both cases the Appellants had filed motions for new
Death penalty opinion;
trials alleging jury misconduct, and had attached supporting
affidavits from jurors. Held:

7.

anabuse
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to testifv onlv: (1) whether anv outside influence was im~rooerly
broueht to bear uDon anv juror; or (2)to rebut a claim that the
juror was not qualified to serve. The old rule allowed testimony
regarding anything relevant to the verdict or sentence, and
placed no independent limitations on their ability to testifv.
Buentello, 826//610 (CCA 1992) However, the new rule is
just like the one in civil cases, and "apparently wipes out
Buentello, and all of its progeny."

0578-99, HOMAN, ELBERT MICHAEL; SPA; 9/08/99; Anderson; Capital Murder; NP
1. In a capital murder prosecution where the defendant is
alleged to have killed the victim in the course of a burglary,
is the state required to prove that the defendant formed the
intent to kill the victim before he entered the property!

1100-99, COOPER, TERRY WAYNE; A; 9/08/99; Wichita;
Forgery; NP
1. Whether Tex. R. App. P. 25.2(b)(3) prohibits Appellant
from challenging the voluntariness of his plea of nolo contendere because he failed to comply with notice.of-appeal requirements of Rule 25.2(b)(3).

0551-99; COGAR, RANDY CLAY; S; 9/15/99; Denton; Retaliation
1. Does BNTT v. NORTH CAROLINA, 404 US. 226
(1971) require that an indigent defendant he provided a free
reporter's record from the proceeding in which he was placed
on probation in order to prepare for a hearing on a motion
to revoke probation, if the defendant does not show a need
for the record!

078699, GARZA, DIONICIO VEGA; SPA; 9/08/99; Tarrant;
Agg.Sex.Assault; 988//352
PDRS GRANTED IN SEPTEMBER 1999
1. Must a motion to shuffle must be made before voir dire
begins and before the movant has reviewed the juror informa0624-99, PAYNE, STANLEY; S; 9/08/99; Harris; Murder; tion cards or biographical questionnaires!
985//682
2. Whether, in evaluating harm under Rule 44.20~) of the
1. Is the trial court's error in failing to instruct the jury on Texas Rules of Appellate Procedure, .a party has a "substantial
voluntariness of conduct subject to a harm analysis?
right" to avoid a jury shuffle.
3. Whether, under Rule 44.2(b), a reviewing court can mea0829-99, PAULSON, PAUL DAVID; S; 9/08/99; Brazoria; sure the effect of an erroneously granted jury shuffle.
Theft; 991//907
1. The Court of Appeals erred by holding that the failure No. 0521-99, MEDFORD, BILLY DOYLE; S; 9/15/99; Caldwell;
of the trial court to submit a definition of reasonable doubt Escape; POCS; 990//799
I. When deciding whether an individual is guilty of the
in the jury charge was not subject to harmless error analysis
offense of escape, is the jury authorized to employ an meaning
where neither party objected to the absence of this charge.
2. Is the failure to instruct the jury on the definition of the term "arrest" that is acceptable in common parlance!
2. When reviewing the sufficiency of the widence to sustain
of "reasonable doubt" at guilt-innocence subject to a harm
a conviction for escape, should the reviewing court employ the
analysis!
definition of arrest found at Vernon's Ann.C.C.P. art. 15.22!
1079-99, WILCOX, LADDERICK DONNELL; S; 9/08/99;
0540-99, LEFEVERS, JOHN ROGER; A; 9/15/99; Dallas;
Milam, POCS; 993//848
1. Does a Court of Appeals have jurisdiction, pursuant to Harassment; **
1. Whether the Court of Appeals erred in holding that the
Code of Criminal Procedure art. 44.01(b), to consider the
state's appeal of a trial court's imposition of deferred adjudica- phrase "I want to feel your breasts" describes an ultimate sex
act under 5 42.07(b).
tion following a jury verdict of guilty!

0156-99, JORDAN, ERIC KENYATTA; S; 9/08/99; Bell;
UUMV; 979//75
1. Did Appellant's failure to object in the trial court to
unauthorized punishment foreclose his challenge on appeal to
the unauthorized punishment!
2. Does "previously convicted" in Article 42.12, 15(a),
V.A.A.C.P., mean "previously finally convicted?"
0415-99, BARAJAS, JOSE; S; 9/08/99; El Paso; Indecency
w~rh/child;NP
1. When a defendant is allowed the opportunity to ask
offense specific voir dire questions, namely, whether the jury
panel could consider probation and be fzii in an indecency
with a child case where the victim is under age 17, does a
trial court abuse its discretion in not allowing age-specific questions, namely, whether the jury could be fair and impartial
and consider probation where the victim is eight to ten years
old?
2. Does a court of appeals err in reversing for jury voir dire
error without performing a harm analysis!

0669-99, GOLLIHAR, DOUGLAS CHARLES; S; 9/15/99;
Hood; Theft; 991//303
1. What is the proper standard for reviewing sufficiency of
the evidence when the state fails to prove an allegation in the
indictment which is unnecessary, but descriptive of an element
of the offense!
0677.99, LOPEZ, RUDOLFO; S & SPA; 9/15/99; Bexar;
Agg.Sex.Asslt & Indecency; 989//402
1. Does the exclusion of evidence, pursuant to Tex.R.Evid.
608(b), that the victim of a sexually-related offense made a
previous unsubstantiated complaint of physical abuse against a
third person, constitute a violation of the accused's federal
constitutional right to confrontation of wimesses!
2. The Court of Appeals erred in holding that the Appellant
was entitled under the right of confrontation to impeach the
complainant's credibility with evidence that complainant made
a prior false or unfounded allegation of abuse, of a kind
different than that for which Appellant was prosecuted, and
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2. Did the Court of Appeals err and extend ward to
apply when a partial copy of the original indmment is mter0681-99, REASOR, MARK EDWARD; S; 9/15/99; Bexar; heated?
3. Is the indmment defecuve when the state mterlineates a
POCS; 988//877
1. The Court of Appeals erred by holding that the protecnve partml copy of an indictment and does not alter the origmal
indictment! If so, does a defect in thi indictment or variance
sweep engaged in by the officers was illegal.
2. The Court of Appeals erred by holding that Appellant's in statutory proceedings requm analysis under Tex.R.App.Pro.
*.2!
consent to search his residence was fatally tainted.
4. If this is a defective inhctment case when the state
0699-99, RIEWE, SUSAN MARGARET, S; 9/15/99; Dallas; amends a partial copy of the indictment, and, if so is a
remand resulted under art. 21.19 and Tex.R.App.Pro. 44.2!
DWI; designated for publtcation
1. In order to invoke the Court of Appeals' jurisdiction,
must the State's notice of appeal of the granung of a motion 0817-99, AGUILAR, NILDA; 09/29/99; A; Nueces; Murder;
to suppress certify that the appeal is not taken for delay and NP
1. Must a monon to sever codefendants joined for trlal be
the evidence is of substantial importance? See Art. 44.01(A)(5),
made before trial begins or may it be urged in response to
V.A.C.C.P. & T.R.A.P. 252(2).
evidence at trial?
2. Is a defendant who IS jomtly tried with a codefendant
0724-99, ENRIQUEZ, B U S ; S; 9/22/99; Harris; POM;
entitled to an accomplicewimess rnsrmction when the codefen,
988//899
1. Was Appellant entitled to a jury instruction on the lesser dant testifies in his own behalf and implicates the defendant?
included offense of possession of a lesser amount based on the
0885.99, FERNANDEZ, CIRO TELLEZ; 09/29/99; S & SPA;
manner of samplmg of the marijuana done by the chemist?
Harris; Failure to Stop and Render Aid; NP
1. By reversing this case based on Appellant's own asserrion
079599, MCCLENDON, DARLENEj S; 9/22/99; Harris; methat he would not have entered a plea had he been properly
gal transfer of food stamps; 994//706
I. Appellant received a total of $160.00 in cash m exchange admonished about the range of punishment, d ~ dthe Court
for preseiumg electronic benefit transfer cards. The undercover of Appeals fail to give proper deference to the ma1 court as
officer who received the cards placed a total of $214.00 on the factfinder?
2. Does the Court of Appeals have jurisdiction to consider
cards. Is the "value obtained," as defined in 33.011(0 of the
Human Resources Code, the cash amount obtained by Appel- the voluntariness of a plea when a defendant files a general
lant or the amount put on the electronic benefit cards by the notice of appeal after pleadmg g d t y or nolo contendere qnder
art. 1.15, and the punishment assmsed does not exceed the
recipient?
punishment recommended by the prosecutor and agreed to
0906-99, SANCHEZ, MARY LUCIA; S; 9/22/99; D a h ; by the defendant! (Reconsider Flowers, 935//131) (Cooper, No.
1100.99 granted on same issue).
Murder; NP
1. Whether the Gourt of Appeals erred in holding that the
1104/5-99, SCHMIDT, ERIC BRIAN; 09/29/99; A; Harris;
trial court committed fundamental error by charging the jury
that it was not required to render a unanimous verdict on the Habeas Corpus; NP
1. Whether the trial court commmed revemble error m failpunishment issue of sudden passion.
ing to grant habeas corpus relief, where the record shows that
0716-99, MCCAIN, W O O KEYONDI; 09/29/99; SPA: Fort Appellant did not knowingly and mtelhgently waive hu federal
constitutional right to trial by jury. d~
Bend; Agg.Rob.; 987//134
1. Where a knife is not designed solely for the purpose of
mficting death or serious baddy injury, but is capable of causThe SDR's jninting cost i s funded by the JurLnaI t
7 Court
mg such, IS it nevertheless to be considered a deadly weapon
Training Fund and admtntstered by the Texas Court of Crimipursuant m V.T.C.A., Penal Code 1.07(a)(17)(a), if it i s used
nal Appeals as grantee.
to threaten or place another m fear of death or serious bodily
injury?

made against someone other than Appellant.

I

0765-99, MARABLE, WlLLIAM R; 09/29/99; A; T p a n t ;
Dehvery/Contcolled Substance; 990//421
4. Whether the Appellant had suff~cientnotice of the theory
of culpabihty by wluch the state would'seek conviction for
dellvery of a controlled substance.
0800-99, RINEY, G W O h T LEROY; 09/29/99; S; Dallas;
Poss/Methamphetamine; NP
1. This Court should reconsider Ward v. State, 829//787,
to the extent that Ward means that all amendments must be
made on the original indcctment, and precludes use of amendmng documents.
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TCDLA State Forms and 'Search Easy' Diskettes
TCDLA members
non - members

IBM - Wordperfect 5. I
IBM-Word 97
MAC- Word Perfect 2.0
'Search Easy' Diskette, Rusty Duncan, June1998
'Search Easy' Diskette, Evidence in Criminal Cases, June 1998

0
0
0
0
0

Old Problems-New Solutions: Criminal Practice Today, December 1998
Fedral Law Short Course, September 1998
Winning Criminal Trials, March 1998
Rusty Duncan Advanced Criminal Law Short Course, June 1998
The Changing Picture of Habeas, 1997
Defending Child Abuse Cases Seminar Materials, March 1997
Defending Child Abuse Form
IBM Wordperfect 2.0
TCDLA members
non-members
lyr, non-member subscription
Voice for the Defense
Iyr state prisoner rate

CDLP Publications
0

1999 Capital Murder Manual & Disk

0

Practice Tips from the Plains, January 1999
Current Issues in Corrections Law, November 1998
1998 Capital Murder Manual (by Steven Losch)
Forensics and Habeas Skills Course, October 1997

0
0
0

members
non-members

Please add an additional $7.50 ($12.00 for the Rusty Duncan Course Book) per notebook t o defray shipping costs.
$3.00 t o mail disks. All materials will be mailed first class unless otherwise specified; overnight charges extra.
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02 years or less, or new member of TCDLA $ 7 5
O Student - $20
0 more than 2 years - $150
0 Voluntary sustainmg - $300
0 Sustainmg - $200
0 Publ~cDefender - $50
O Affiliate - $50
0 Members m the firm of a susta~llmgor charter member - $50
Certified Cnrmnal Law Specialist
0 Ye&
0 NO

-

Have you ever been disbarred or disciplined by any bar
association, or are you the subject of disciplinary actlon
now pending? 0 Yes
0 No
Date

Signature of Applicant
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as my annual memLawyers Assoelatlm and enclose $
bership dues for the year
. Of the dues amount, $96 ($19 if
a Student Member) is for an annual subsoription to the Voice for
the Deferse and, $39 of regular dues is for TCDLA lobbying.

Endorsement
I, a current member of TCDLA, believe this applicant to
be a person of professional competency, integrity, and
good moral character. The applicant is ,actively engaged in
the defense of criminal cases.
Date

Signature of Member

Print or type Member's Name
,
Mail to: Texas Criminal Defense Lawyers Association
Attn: Membership Depatment
600 West 13th Street
Austin, Texas 78701
(5 12) 478-25 14 FAX: (5 12) 469-9107
Amount Enclosed $
0 AmeK
0 Visa
Card Number:
Expiration Date:
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Authorized Signature:

0 Mastercard
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